




Preface
This edition of the Journal of Telecommunications and Information Technology – as many
previous ones – cannot be considered dedicated to one subject in the wide field of telecom-
munications. However, there are a range of articles devoted to one and very important aspect,
which is a quality. Quality in telecommunications could be understood in different ways.
One aspect is the quality of the network described by various parameters such as bandwidth
or packet delay. The other consideration of quality concerns the services perceived by user.
Unfortunately, many of them do not see the relation between network quality and perceived
quality of service. Therefore, this topic is often discussed in articles. Each type of network
as well as type of service requires a different approach from the quality perspective. Of
course, the papers on quality concern only selected, specific aspects. Other articles in this
edition are not directly related to quality of telecommunications networks and services. There
are papers devoted to sensor networks, radar and LTE technologies, transmission in open
space, power supply systems, VoIP, and application of telecommunication devices in other
domains.

The first article, written by Marcus Rompf and Tadeus Uhl, is entitled The New Metric
and the New Software Tool for determining QoS in the Short Messages Service in Mobile
Networks. It is dedicated to the quality of the SMS service. The new metric is a combination
of two methods, namely: completion rate of SMS and E2E delivery time.

The second paper, Modeling of Quality of Experience in No-Reference Model by Jakub
Nawała, Lucjan Janowski and Mikołaj Leszczuk, presents work on measuring the quality of
video services. The authors indicate that not only the QoE quality measurement is important
for operators, but also information about source errors. The paper describes a system based
on calculating numerous different no-reference visual metrics.

The next paper, The Microwave Sources for EPR Spectroscopy, written by Mariusz
Hruszowiec, Kacper Nowak, Bogusław Szlachetko, Michał Grzelczak, Wojciech Czarczyński,
Edward F. Pliński and Tadeusz Więckowski, is not strongly related to telecommunications.
It shows how microwave devices used in telecommunications can be used for cheap, quick
and accurate material investigation.



The fourth article, Quality Aspects in Digital Broadcasting and Webcasting Systems: Bitrate
versus Loudness, written by Przemysław Gilski, Sławomir Gajewski and Jacek Stefański, is
dedicated to quality in digital broadcasting and webcasting systems. The authors pay special
attention to coding efficiency of popular audio formats in the context of storing. They perform
an objective and subjective study of the perceived quality of real-time radio programmes.

The next paper, entitled Performance Comparison of Homogeneous and Heterogeneous 3D
Wireless Sensor Networks, has been written by Ranjana Thalore, Partha Pratim Bhattacharya
and Manish Kumar Jha. It is devoted to wireless sensor networks, where limited battery
energy and efficient data delivery are considered to be major constraints for development.
The authors try to solve this problem.

In the paper Self-organized Clustering for Improved Interference Mitigation in White Spaces,
Julio Aráuz and Alberto Sánchez propose a collaborative coexistence mechanism for white
space base stations in the case where these base stations operate in geographical areas where
only one TV channel is left for broadband access.

The paper Sharing Spectrum UE LTE and Air-Traffic Control Radars in 800 MHz Band by
Valery Tikhvinskiy, Grigory Bochechka, Pavel Korchagin, Shakhmaran Seilov and Andrey
Gryazev presents problems related to using the 800 MHz band by LTE. This frequency band
is used not only by the terrestrial mobile services but also by air traffic control radars (ATRC).
Mutual interferences are possible in areas where LTE and ATRC use the 800 MHz band.
The authors propose protection criteria for receivers of ATRC from LTE-800 networks.

Another paper, Battery Available Capacity Meter Built into an AC/DC Telecom Power Supply
System, is devoted to AC/DC telecommunications power supply systems. Paweł Godlewski,
Ryszard Kobus and Paweł Kliś describe the results of testing one of them that is integrated
with the energy and voltage measurements module.

Despite the current widespread use of VoIP, the voice packets delivered over the Internet are
not protected. Asma Jebrane, Naı̂ma Meddah, Ahmed Toumanari and Mohamed Bousseta
propose a new secure authentication key agreement scheme. The scheme and the results of
a security analysis are presented in the paper entitled A New Efficient Authenticated and Key
Agreement Scheme for SIP Using Digital Signature Algorithm on Elliptic Curves.

Free space optical communication has many advantages, but unfortunately it is very sensitive
to weather conditions. The next paper, Mitigation of Scintillation Effects in WDM FSO
System using Multibeam Technique by Marvi Grover, Preeti Singh and Pardeep Kaur, aims
at reducing the effect of turbulent atmospheric conditions like the scintillation effect on the
free space optical system.

Developing and building a small-size, high-performance antenna for ultra-wideband appli-
cations is a difficult task. The design of such an antenna and an analysis of its parameters
is shown in the paper A New CPW-fed Patch Antenna for UWB Applications, written by
Purnima Sharma, Santosh Kumar Jha and Partha Pratim Bhattacharya.

As you can see, dear readers, the papers represent different, sometimes very diverse areas of
telecommunications. I hope the articles will inspire you in your research.

Sławomir Kula

Guest Editor
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Abstract—With traveling professions and nomadic lifestyles

on the increase there is a growing need for comprehensive mo-

bile networking within the Next Generation Network, and the

security, reliability and technical independency of the Short

Message Service (SMS) is becoming more and more indis-

pensable for business processes. Since competitiveness goes

hand-in-hand with this business capability, and methods to

determine the quality of this service are becoming equally in-

dispensable. This paper presents possible methods to eval-

uate the “Completion Rate of SMS” and “End-to-End De-

livery Time” and combinations of them (new metric in this

paper). A software tool, QoSCalc(SMS), has been developed

in collaboration with the authors in order to verify whether

service providers are abiding by the Service Level Agree-

ments. The tool has been tested in a real measurement envi-

ronment and the results are presented graphically here and

interpreted.

Keywords—communication network, ETSI TS 102-250-2, QoS

measurement environment, QoS measurement techniques, queu-

ing model, SMS service.

1. Introduction

3G networks are becoming more and more widespread

every day. Their services also include the Short Message

Service (SMS). Although their popularity has experienced

a slight decrease in private use, the trend in business use

is upward. Constant availability has become a prerequisite

of both traveling professions and mobile lifestyles. Board-

ing passes via SMS, and SMS TAN (Transaction Authen-

tication Number) for online banking have become com-

mon usages and are making SMS increasingly attractive

for competitive businesses for which security, reliability

and technical independency are crucial factors. “Service

Level Agreements” are signed to guarantee a specific end-

to-end quality of service, which can, however, seldom be

verified conclusively by the average service subscriber.

In November 2009 the European Parliament and Euro-

pean Council adopted Directive 2009/136/EC [1] amending

Directive 2002/22/EC [2] on universal service and users’

rights relating to electronic communications networks and

services, Directive 2002/58/EC [3] concerning the pro-

cessing of personal data and the protection of privacy in

the electronic communications sector and Regulation (EC)

No. 2006/2004 [4] on cooperation between national au-

thorities responsible for the enforcement of consumer pro-

tection laws. Within this directive, providers of electronic

communications services that allow calls should not only

ensure that their customers are adequately informed about

the limitations of the services but also about the routing

of emergency calls. Furthermore, information about ser-

vices, which are not provided over a switched telephone

network, should also cover the level of reliability of the

access and provide caller location information in compari-

son with that of a service that is provided over a switched

telephone network, taking into account current technology

and quality standards and any quality of service parameters

specified under Directive 2002/22/EC (Universal Service

Directive) [2].

Especially with regarding to Quality of Service (QoS),

Member States of EU shall ensure that national regulatory

authorities empowered to require service providers to pub-

lish comparable, adequate and up-to-date information for

end-users on the quality of their services, when requested.

These national regulatory authorities may specify, amongst

other things, the QoS parameters to be measured and the

contents, form and manner in which the information is to

be published. In addition, the national regulatory author-

ities should be able to set minimum QoS requirements to

prevent degradation, traffic-slowing or traffic-hindering. As

a result, it can be said that the European Parliament and the

European Council are not only generally aware of QoS and

all that it entails, but are also ensuring that the Member

States apply their directives.

In 2011, the ETSI technical committee Speech and multi-

media Transmission Quality (STQ) produced two multi-part

technical specifications to cover “QoS aspects for popular

services in mobile networks” [5] and “User related QoS

parameter definitions and measurements” [6]. The second

part of [5] in particular discusses the topic “Definition of

Quality of Service parameters and their computation”, and

contains an abstract definition, which gives a generic de-

scription of the parameter, an abstract equation and the

corresponding user and technical trigger points. The sec-
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Fig. 1. SMS traffic growth in 1992–2013 and 2015–2017 forecast. (See color pictures online at www.nit.eu/publications/journal-jtit)

ond part of [6] is devoted to the topics “Voice telephony,

Group 3 fax, modem data services, and SMS”.

Research on the current telecommunications market has re-

vealed that SMS still plays an important role even in the age

of over-the-top (OTT) Messaging, which also has become

very popular. In 2011 the world press declared SMS for

“dead” and heralded OTT Messaging as its replacement.

SMS continues to offer a few benefits such as its flexible

platform and reliability. Figure 1 shows the growth of SMS

traffic [7].

It is obvious that SMS was still popular with about 7.6 tril-

lion messages in 2013. Although it has now entered the

decline phase, it is worth taking a closer look at SMS

nonetheless.

The examination will start with a presentation of the QoS

parameters for SMS as they stand in the ETSI Recommen-

dation TS 102-250-2 [6]. Then, a new metric for SMS

will be defined and illustrated. The paper will then turn

to an introduction of the new tool QoSCalc(SMS), begin-

ning with its general architecture and functional principle.

After that, there is a description of how the new tool was

put to the test in a series of practical measurements. The

paper closes with a conclusion and an outlook.

2. QoS Parameters for SMS

This chapter introduces the main QoS parameters recom-

mended in ETSI TS 102-250-2 [6]:

SMS Service Non-Accessibility. The service non-accessi-

bility denotes the probability that the end user cannot access

the SMS when requested while it is offered by display of

the network indicator on the user equipment.

SMS Service Access Delay. The service access delay is the

time period between sending a short message to the network

and receiving a send confirmation from the network at the

origin side.

SMS Successful SMS Ratio. This ratio describes the

probability that a user can send a short message from a ter-

minal to the Short Message Center and is applicable for

service providers offering the SMS. Therefore, it is recom-

mended that result statistics should return the percentage

of successfully sent short messages, the number of obser-

vations and its calculated absolute accuracy limits for 95%

confidence.

Measurements should be scheduled so as to reflect accu-

rately traffic variations over the hours of a day, the days

of the week and the months of the year. The parameter

is intended to measure a combination of network acces-

sibility and congestion in the signalling channels of the

SMS system throughout service operator’s claimed area of

coverage.

Completion Rate for SMS. This describes the ratio of

correctly received short messages to those sent, and is also

applicable to SMS service providers. It is recommended

that the results that provide statistics should return the ratio

of sent and correctly received short messages, the number

of observations used and its calculated absolute accuracy

limits for 95% confidence.

Measurements should be scheduled so as to reflect accu-

rately traffic variations over the hours of a day, the days of

the week and the months of the year.

End-to-End Delivery Time for SMS. This time is the pe-

riod that elapses between the sending of a short message

from the sender’s terminal equipment to a Short Message

Centre and the receiving of that message on the receiver’s

terminal equipment, and is applicable for service operators

providing the SMS. Result-providing statistics should return

the mean value in seconds for sending and receiving short

messages, the time in seconds within which the fastest 95%
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of short messages are sent and received and the number of

observations performed.

Measurements should be scheduled so as to reflect accu-

rately traffic variations over the hours of a day, the days of

the week and the months of the year. The above-mentioned

measurements for estimating QoS parameters should be

done either on real traffic, on test calls for short messages

sent among a representative population of local exchanges

or on a combination of the above.

A measurement system can be designed for these QoS pa-

rameters that takes “Completion Rate for SMS” and the

“End-to-End Delivery Time for SMS” into account.

Research of current QoS measurement techniques for

the SMS has culminated in a large professional solution

called QualiPoc Android, from SwissQual AG, a Rohde

& Schwarz company [8]. An alternative system, QoSCalc

(SMS), is presented in this work. The next section intro-

duces the new metric for evaluating the QoS in SMS.

3. New Metric for QoS in SMS

The conceptual idea is to introduce the SMS Quality Factor

(SMSQ-F), which takes completion rate and end-to-end de-

livery time into account. The formulas of this metric have

the following definition:

SMSQ−F=CRResult ·CRWeighting+DTResult ·DTWeighting , (1)

where:

CRResult =

1

n
∑Completicon Rate(n)

Completation Rate Threshold
, (2)

DTResult =
Delivery Time Threshold

1

n

n

∑
n=1

Delivery Time(n)

. (3)

Both thresholds should be chosen judiciously depending on

individual needs. Usually, completion rate threshold is 1,

so that every short message should be successful delivered.

The threshold in seconds for the delivery time will reflect

professional requirements, e.g. alarm systems ≤ 3 or online

banking ≤ 7.

The respective weightings must have the sum of 1 and

should be chosen to reflect how the evaluator gauges their

importance.

The following example is chosen:

• completion rate threshold = 1,

• delivery time threshold = 10 s,

• weighting completion rate = weighting delivery time

= 0.5.

Table 1 gives some example results.

From Table 1 it can be seen that the proposed metric, based

on Eq. (1), works well. Furthermore, it can be seen that

Table 1

Example results of the new metric

n Average CR Average DT [s] CRResult DTResult SMSQ-F

31 1 10 1.00 1.00 1.00

31 1 11 1.00 0.91 0.95

31 1 4 1.00 1.00 1.00

31 1 40 1.00 0.25 0.63

31 1 22 1.00 0.45 0.73

31 0.9 15 0.90 0.67 0.78

31 0.8 16 0.80 0.63 0.71

31 0.7 10 0.70 1.00 0.85

31 0.6 4 0.60 1.00 0.80

31 0.5 19 0.50 0.53 0.51

31 0.4 7 0.40 1.00 0.70

the values of SMSQ-F are within the interval [0, 1]. To be

able to adapt these values to a respective (Quality of Expe-

rience; subjective evaluation) QoE scale, the following rela-

tionship has been chosen, based on the QoS measurement

technique “Apdex-Index” for the WWW service [9]–[10]

(see Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. Translation of QoS values into QoE values for the

SMSQ-F.

In general, the proposed metric can be described as follows:

CRResult =











































1 for
1

n

n

∑
n=1

Completion Rate(n) =

= Completion Threshold

0 for n=0∪Completion Rate Threshold=0

else

1

n

n

∑
n=1

Completion Rate(n)

Completion Rate Threshold

,

(4)
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DTResult =















































1 for
1

n

n

∑
n=1

Delivery Time(n) =

= Delivery Time Threshold

0 for n=0∪Delivery Time=0

else
Delivery Time Threshold

1

n

n

∑
n=1

Delivery Time(n)

. (5)

Furthermore, this metric has been implemented in the

new tool QoSCalc (SMS), neatly customizing it for the

QoS evaluation for SMS. The next chapter introduces this

tool.

4. The New Tool for Analysing QoS

in SMS

The tool that was developed in the course of this work

to analyze QoS in the SMS service has been called

QoSCalc(SMS). It can be used for both objective and sub-

jective analysis of service quality of SMS in mobile net-

works. Therefore, a concept for a new measurement system

has been formulated that takes both the completion rate

for SMS and the end-to-end delivery time for SMS into

account. It is therefore necessary to understand the idea

behind merging these QoS parameters.

Once a short message has been correctly sent and delivered,

the completion rate for SMS provides statistics about the

ratio of correct short messages received to short messages

sent from all observations, while end-to-end delivery time

for SMS provides statistics about the delivery time of short

messages. By merging these QoS parameters it is possible

to provide statistics about the QoE using the SMS.

Fig. 3. Conceptual measurement environment.

In example users will be unsatisfied when a sent short

message may be correctly received but delivered only af-

ter 10 minutes. They might be equally upset by promptly

delivered but error-laden messages. In professional imple-

mentations, time-criticalness is just as important factor as

reliability. When it comes to security and alerting sys-

tems, business implementations stand or fall depending on

time-criticalness and reliability. This concept introduces an

approach to estimate such appropriate QoS parameters.

The general architecture is described in Fig. 3.

The test engineer is responsible for the measurement setup

and controls the test control station, which in turn controls

the SMS send and receive stations. The send station and the

receive station are synchronized and communicate via the

service provider. The chosen hardware platform is the mo-

bile phone HTC Desire 620G dual SIM on Android 4.4.2.

The implementation is based on the block diagram shown

in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. Conceptual description for the implementation.

The entire solution was written in the programming lan-

guage Java and developed in Android Studio 2.1.2. The

compiled SDK Version is API 23: Android 6.0 and the

Build Tools Version is 23.0.0. The dependencies are set as

follows:

• support: AppCompat 23.1.1 and Design 23.1.1,

• visualization: MPAndroidChartLibrary 2.1.6,

• time synchronization via Network Time Protocol

(NTP): Apache Commons Net 3.4,

• several permissions, such as Receive SMS,

Send SMS and Access Network State, need to

be set.

The basic implemented functionalities are:

• Time synchronization. The time synchronization is

done via the NTP and the server involved is the de-

fault one configured in the system. Then the differ-

ence between the system and server time is calculated

as an offset for the SMS timestamp. Note: it is not

necessary to use the offset correction between send-

ing station and receiving station time synchronization

because the environment does not need to be accurate

to within less than 10 ms.

• Send SMS. Each SMS starts with the string “Mes-

sage”, followed by a zero-initialized, pre-increment

counter and the respective synchronized timestamp.

After 20 short messages have been sent the sending

station goes into the idle state.
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• Receive SMS. Each received SMS is stored as

a structure with the message body, originating ad-

dress, receive time and sending time.

• Analysis. The analysis is done for the “End-to-End

Delivery Time for SMS”, i.e. the difference between

sending and receiving time, the “Completion Rate for

SMS”, i.e. the difference between successful sent and

received short messages, and finally the calculation

of the SMSQ-F.

After being defined, the functionalities have been linked

to the control elements and are ready for the first tests, as

shown in Figs. 5–8.

Fig. 5. Start-up screen QoSCalc(SMS).

Fig. 6. Receive station QoSCalc(SMS) – LTE.

Start-up screen. The Start-up screen allows the user to

choose between sending station and receive station. By de-

fault it is displayed whenever a synchronization error should

occur.

Sending/receive station. The two stations can be time syn-

chronized with the Sync button. Of course, the receive sta-

tion must already have been started. After a measurement,

Fig. 7. Sending station QoSCalc(SMS) – LTE.

the analysis section can be initialized with the analysis

button.

Analysis section. At the current state of development, this

section is only active for the receive station. It provides the

following information:

• “End-to-End Delivery Time for SMS” as a function

of the short message number,

• average “End-to-End Delivery Time for SMS”,

• “Completion Rate for SMS” for one measurement

scenario,

• the calculated “SMSQ-F”, based upon the user-

specified thresholds for the completion rate and de-

livery time and their weightings.

Finally, the new tool has to be tested in a real testing envi-

ronment to verify if it is working properly.

5. Measurement Environment and

Measurement Results

The measurement environment for the chosen measure-

ment scenario consists of two HTC 620G dual SIMs, each

plugged with a SIM card from Swisscom with LTE func-

tionality. Test location was 47◦12’25.2” N, 7◦33’17.3” E.

Unfortunately, the HTC 620G is not suitable for LTE test-

ing. Therefore, two Samsung Galaxy S6 Edge+ were been

included in the environment. Then, the following measure-

ment scenario was chosen.
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Fig. 8. Analysis section QoSCalc(SMS) – LTE.

Fig. 9. Results QoSCalc(SMS) – EDGE.

Fig. 10. Results QoSCalc(SMS) – UMTS.

Technology testing. Technology testing uses different

mobile network technologies. These are 4G (LTE), 3G

(UMTS) and 2G (EDGE). Each test consists of a set of

20 short messages sent at intervals of 10 s. The defined

thresholds were as follows:

• completion rate for all technologies: 1,

• delivery time: LTE – 1.3 s; UMTS – 4 s; EDGE –

5 s,

• the weightings are to be considered as equal.
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Fig. 11. Results QoSCalc(SMS) – LTE.

Being successful in the measurement environment, the new

tool has delivered the results shown in Figs. 9 to 11.

EDGE results. These results show an average delivery

time of 5.06 s within an interval of [4.48; 5.73] and a com-

pletion rate of 1. With the chosen threshold, the SMSQ-F

is 0.99.

UMTS results. These results are showing an average de-

livery time of 3.83 s within an interval of [2.98; 4.28] and

a completion rate of 1. With the chosen threshold, the

SMSQ-F is 1.

LTE results. These results are showing an average delivery

time of 1.35 s within an interval of [0.82; 2.09] and a com-

pletion rate of 1. With the chosen threshold, the SMSQ-F

is 0.98.

Having analyzed all measurement results, one can conclude

that the new tool QoSCalc(SMS) is robust and suitable for

evaluating the QoS of SMS in different mobile networks,

such as LTE, UMTS and EDGE. The implemented metric

works properly and provides valuable results. It is possible

to adjust the thresholds to suit the testers’ needs, which

increases the flexibility of the tool considerably.

6. Summary and Outlook

This paper has been devoted to the subject of QoS mea-

surement within the SMS. It has focused on the creation of

a tool for measuring QoS in SMS for mobile network test-

ing. The new tool has been given the name QoSCalc(SMS).

It is based upon a new metric “SMSQ-F”, described in

Section 3, which takes both end-to-end delivery time for

SMS and completion rate for SMS into account. The im-

plemented tool has been tested in a real mobile network

environment. As far as the technology is concerned the

underlying measurement scenario and the respective results

display both a high degree of diversity, e.g. LTE, UMTS

and EDGE, and a high degree of flexibility regarding the

SMS quality factor, which is easily adjustable to meet the

end users’ needs when choosing the best service provider.

With that, the tool has proved its practical capabilities and

is ready to be used effectively in determining the quality of

the SMS in mobile networks.

In future work it would be very worthwhile to com-

pare the SMS service with OTT content messaging with

regard to reliability and especially availability. In ad-

dition, the tool should be improved to be more suitable

for test automation. Work in this direction is already in the

offing.
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Abstract—The key objective of no-reference (NR) visual met-

rics is to predict the end-user experience concerning remotely

delivered video content. Rapidly increasing demand for eas-

ily accessible, high quality video material makes it crucial for

service providers to test the user experience without the need

for comparison with reference material. Nevertheless, the QoE

measurement is not enough. The information about the source

or error is very important as well. Therefore, the described

system is based on calculating numerous different NR indica-

tors, which are combined to provide the overall quality score.

In this paper, more quality indicators than are used in the

QoE calculation are described, since some of them detect spe-

cific errors. Such specific errors are difficult to include in

a global QoE model but are important from the operation

point of view.

Keywords—QoE, QoS, OTT, no-reference, quality assessment.

1. Introduction

Providing not only a high level of traditional Quality of Ser-

vice (QoS), but also Quality of Experience (QoE) is a real

challenge for Internet Service Providers (ISPs), audiovi-

sual service providers, broadcasters and new Over-The-Top

(OTT) service providers. Therefore, objective audiovisual

data metrics are often carried out to monitor, troubleshoot,

analyze and establish patterns of content applications work-

ing in real-time or offline scenarios. Since 2000, the work

bound with the concept of QoE, in the context of different

applications, has gained momentum and achieved business

recognition.

Many researchers focus on different ways to assess the

quality of vision applications, taking into account addi-

tional information used in the evaluation process. Usually,

two main approaches (metrics classes) are distinguished.

The first approach is called full-reference (FR), and as-

sumes unlimited access to the original (reference) video

sequences. FR metrics are usually the most accurate at the

expense of higher computational effort. The second class is

commonly referred to as a no-reference (NR) approach and

is based on the quality assessment without knowledge of

the original material. Due to the missing original signal,

NR metrics may be less accurate than their FR counter-

parts are, but tend to provide much better computational

efficiency and provide information in the case of missing

the source.

In this paper, we present a NR-based metric on a numer-

ous different NR metrics, which predicts a single quality

distortion. The metric itself connects the previously de-

veloped metrics by a machine-learning algorithm. The sin-

gle quality distortion metrics follow the idea of key per-

formance indicators (KPIs) [1]. For developing the global

metric, a full reference Video Quality Metric (VQM) was

used [2].

Most models of quality are based on the measurement of

typical artifacts/KPIs, such as blur, blockiness or jerki-

ness, and produce Mean Opinion Score (MOS) forecasts.

Therefore, many of the algorithms generating an expected

value of MOS use a blend of blur, blockiness and jerki-

ness metrics. Weighting between each KPI can be a simple

mathematical function. However, if one KPI is not cor-

rect, the global result of prediction is completely wrong.

Other KPIs – such as exposure, noise, block-loss, freez-

ing, slicing, etc. – are usually not considered in prognosis

of the MOS [3].

Although not standardized, NR video quality assessment

methods do exist. Zhu et al. presented in [4] model based

on discrete cosine transform (DCT) and non-linear

sequence-level features to subjective scores mapping by the

usage of trained multilayer neural network. Experimental

results have proven that NR metrics can compete with its

FR and reduced reference (RR) counterparts. However, due

to its nature, the NR approach used is both distortion spe-

cific and data driven, as compared to the more universal

FR algorithms. This conclusion is not surprising, consider-

ing the fact that the authors focused solely on H.264/AVC

compression as a fundamental source of distortions. On

the other hand, findings shown in [5] suggest the possibil-

ity to introduce a data independent NR solution. Li, Guo

and Lu use spatiotemporal 3D DCT to extract features in

both space and time. This information is further used to

calculate a small set of parameters, which after temporal

pooling for the entire sequence, be mapped to subjective

scores. Thanks to thorough training and testing on various

databases, the authors of [5] verified data independence of

their solution. Nonetheless, the best results were obtained

for sequences distorted with only a single artifact source,

making this solution not globally applicable.

It is worth mentioning that both [4] and [5] use the lu-

minance channel solely. This concept is also applied in

presented work due to higher human visual system (HVS)

sensitivity for luminance (rather than color) changes.

Another thing to consider about the solution described in

this article is the lack of temporal pooling and subjective

scores mapping, which makes it difficult to directly com-

pare our work with others. Those missing concepts remain

to be implemented and tested in the near future.
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The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. A gen-

eral overview of software structure and quality metrics list-

ing is given in Section 2. Section 3 presents experimen-

tal threshold values for metrics, along with a methodology

used to obtain them. A detailed description of the opera-

tion of the presented software is given in Section 4, which

is further divided into Subsections 1 to 5, all of which pro-

vide a comprehensive guide to the development process.

Integration of quality evaluation software package with the

IMCOP system is provided in Section 5. Section 6 con-

cludes the paper.

2. Structure

Aiming to allow easier evaluation and debugging of the

software, the authors decided to design it in a modular

manner. This basically means that each of the metrics may

be easily detached or attached to the whole topology. Uti-

lizing such a strategy makes it possible to comfortably and

efficiently modify the package functionality. In this way,

the final shape of the application may be precisely carved

to fit the desired use-case scenario.

The software consists of 15 visual metrics, which together

form KPIs that could be used to model predicted QoE, as

seen from the perspective of the end-user. The following

set of metrics is formed:

1. Exposure [6],

2. Freezing,

3. Interlacing [7],

4. Spatial activity [8],

5. Temporal activity [8],

6. Letterboxing,

7. Pillarboxing,

8. Blockiness [8],

9. Noise [7],

10. Slicing [1],

11. Block-loss [1],

12. Blur [8], [9],

13. Contrast,

14. Flickering [8],

15. Blackout.

References next to the above-mentioned metrics lead to

experimental setups providing concept verification. As an

addition, one can refer to the work of Søgaard et al. [10],

which uses some of those indicators to objectively measure

the quality of a video sequence with variable bitrate, uti-

lized to test subjective scores for HTTP Adaptive Streaming

technology and its influence on user experience.

It is worth mentioning that all quality indicators presented

here were developed either by the authors themselves or by

other members of a team, which the authors are part of.

3. Measurement Software Package

As was already mentioned, the presented software package

performs a remote NR quality assessment. The main goal

accompanying its design and implementation was the idea

to create an application that is platform-independent and

does not include proprietary software. Consequently, the

source code of the program was written entirely in C pro-

gramming language and none of the metrics utilized any

external libraries. This approach resulted in a longer de-

velopment timeframe but at the same time allowed us to

create a versatile, portable and stable measurement system.

3.1. Input and Output Interfaces

The presented software package operates within the NR

model, meaning that the measurement is performed with-

out any knowledge of the original sequence. Therefore,

input material must be analyzed in pixel-by-pixel fashion.

This in turn imposes the necessity of decompression of the

video file or stream, before any computation may be per-

formed. Because the algorithms used operate solely on the

luminance channel (Y), YUV420p format is utilized to store

the input files for the application. It makes it possible to

save memory by omitting part of the information related to

colors, further referred to as chrominance channels. Data

stored in this manner incorporates complete information

about the grayscale representation, but allocates only one

value of chrominance channels (U and V) for each 4 pixels

of the original material.

An additional advantage of using the previously mentioned

format is contiguous alignment of image data, which con-

stitutes a basic optimization strategy. Most hardware plat-

forms perform best when operated on linearly stored infor-

mation. Reading out sequentially ordered memory blocks

yields the lowest possible access times and thus leaves more

headroom for the actual computation.

In addition to the uncompressed video sequence, the appli-

cation also expects the parameters describing width, height

and number of frames per second of the tested material.

Supplementary input arguments result from the specifica-

tion of YUV420p format. It does not contain any header

for storing detailed information about the included mate-

rial. In most cases, however, this is not a problem, since

data used for processing exists in compressed form, which

along with the video material, contains all the information

essential for further processing.

The application generates a detailed report concerning each

frame of the input material. Alongside frame number, one

can also see the result of each previously described metrics.

Presentation of the output information is twofold:

• Standard output (stdout) – results get printed in the

terminal session used to invoke the software (see

Fig. 1),

• Comma-Separated Values (CSV) file – outcome

stored in the form suitable for usage in spreadsheets

and automated calculation scripts (see Fig. 2).
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Fig. 1. Exemplary standard output generated by QoE software package.

Fig. 2. Exemplary CSV file generated by QoE software package.

3.2. Planned and Applied Optimization Schemes

The careful reader may notice that operations performed

on uncompressed video sequences require large memory

bandwidth, as well as high computational power. This kind

of restriction becomes especially important when operating

in real-time or nearly real-time scenarios. Average com-

putation time for 1920×1080 material oscillates around

119 ms. At this point it is worth mentioning that this test

was conducted using a single thread version of the appli-

cation on the machine featuring a Intel Core i7 CPU 950

3.07 GHz ×8 processor.

The average processing time indicates the necessity of fur-

ther optimization if one requires real-time execution of the

software. Assuming the video sequence gets refreshed 30

times per second, fetching image data and performing com-

putations must not exceed 33 ms. Should dropping any of

the provided indicators prove impossible, another optimiza-

tion technique would be to utilize a multiprocessor and thus,

multithread architecture of contemporary platforms. Per-

forming the test once again – this time employing a mul-

tithread version of the application – allowed us to reduce

the time needed for calculations to 59 ms. Even though it

does not guarantee real-time operation, there is still more

optimization strategies to be implemented.

If, on the other hand, eliminating some of the indicators

proves to be possible, ruling out blur and block-loss met-

rics yields an execution time below 33 ms (provided that

multithread version of the software is used).

It is worth mentioning that many image processing algo-

rithms use precisely defined, and more importantly, a finite

set of operations, which may be performed on the image.

Therefore, once processed, an image or parameter may be

stored and used again in other metrics. This strategy works

best if the amount of data to be stored does not exceed

some threshold value, which defines the balance point for

a trade-off between memory usage and computational com-

plexity.

Yet another possible optimization scenario is to move as

much computations as possible into the domain of integer

numbers. This is justified only if one plans to use the cen-

tral processing unit (CPU) exclusively. Due to its internal

topology, it performs best when used with this kind of data.

All optimization methods described operate in the software

layer of the system design. Apart from those, one can al-

ways try to port the code to another hardware platform

like the Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) or Field Pro-

grammable Gate Array (FGPA). Both solutions allow us

to massively parallelize the execution and thus reduce the

time needed for processing. However, advantageous fea-

tures of both these solutions come at a price of thorough

source code rebuilding that is necessary to gain maximum

performance boost.
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Fig. 3. The graphical user interface of application measuring QoE.

3.3. Additional Scripts

As an addition, several automated calculation scripts are

provided. To achieve a high level of portability, all of

the scripts were written both for Unix-like and Microsoft

Windows systems. Obtaining this extent of versatility re-

quired the creation of two separate implementations. One

written in Bash (Linux, Mac OS) and one in Batch (Win-

dows). Utilization of FFmpeg tools allowed reducing the

input interface to a single parameter, namely the path to

video sequence or folder containing video materials to pro-

cess. Automation scripts are based on the assumption that

all input data is stored in the form including detailed infor-

mation about its content. This mechanization allows one to

seamlessly apply the presented measurement techniques to

a large set of input data, be it images or videos.

3.4. Versions

One of the most important aspects accompanying the de-

velopment process was the assumption that if possible, the

application should be platform independent. As a result,

the software package was released for all the most popular

operating systems: Linux, Mac OS and Windows. Though

multi-sided, the software’s implementation remains consis-

tent, meaning that a single source code may be used to

compile into all supported binaries. Minute changes in the

configuration file is enough to quickly switch between the

desired operating system (OS) and architecture type (32- or

64-bit).

The described software is provided free of charge (for non-

commercial usage) and may be downloaded from the web

page [11].

3.5. Graphical User Interface

Keeping in mind that presentation of the software is of key

importance, the authors decided to additionally implement

a graphical user interface. Its main advantage is the pos-

sibility of simultaneous observation of results and the cur-

rently processed video sequence. Figure 3 shows an ex-

ample of the described software. The graphical version

of the measurement system is capable of processing any

video stream, provided its content is made available in

a shared memory. Thus, it is necessary to introduce a thin

integration layer decompressing video stream and upload-

ing raw frames into memory shared with QoE application.

This kind of solution was developed and tested inside the

MITSU project. Connecting transcoding software with the

QoE measurement system allowed us to create dynamically

changing video streams that aim to maximize user experi-

ence in terms of QoE.

4. Predicting VQM

To obtain the global quality indicator we used VQM met-

ric as a grand truth. In order to create such global metric

we considered a specific case of adaptive streaming. Note
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Table 1

Compression parameters used in the experiment

2 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Bitrate 100 300 500 1000 2500 5000 7000 10000

Resolution 256×144 424×240 424×240 640×360 854×480 1280×720 1920×1080 1920×1080

Profile Base Base Main Main Main Main Main Main

No. of slices 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2

that such assumption limited the obtained result since some

distortion, like packet losses, were not considered. On the

other hand, the adaptive streaming is the growing market

right now. In addition, the FR metrics, like VQM, works

better for compression only sequences than for packet loss

sequences. Therefore, our reference is more precise.

Adaptive streaming is mainly compression with resolution

change. Therefore, after analyzing the information about

typical adaptive streaming compression parameters settings

presented in Table 1 were used.

We also considered the frame rate change but the obtained

full reference values look unrealistic and we decided to

drop those cases. This is the reason why the compression

cases are numbered 2, 4, 5, etc. leaving one and four.

Compression parameters are one important factor of the

differences in the quality. The second one is content. Ob-

viously, the quality of animation sequence will be very dif-

ferent comparing with the quality of fast are reach in details

sequence. Therefore, diverse content was the key factor to

obtain reasonable results.

All 1080p sequences were downloaded from the CDVL li-

brary (www.cdvl.org). After the analysis, we chose 44 dif-

ferent source sequences. Each sequence was divided into

two seconds long chunks, which simulated adaptive stream-

ing chunks. Therefore, we obtained 361 source chunks.

Those chunks represented very different, from coding com-

plexity, conditions. It is especially important since a typical

subjective experiment contains only few source sequences.

We created the processed video sequences (PVSs) for all

source video sequences (SRC). The VQM was calculated

by copying the same two seconds three times to increase

the length of the sequence to six seconds needed by VQM

algorithm. This process could influence the correctness

of the VQM metric but we are not able to calculate the

magnitude of that influence.

The next step was calculating values of the presented met-

rics. Since all the metrics are image based it was possible to

calculate them for the short, two seconds long, sequences.

The single value for the PVS chunk was obtained by calcu-

lating the mean over the all values. We also added temporal

and spatial activity/information metrics called SA and TA

or SI and TI [12]. Those metrics helps in the context char-

acterization even if they are calculated on the distorted se-

quences, which is out of scope of the original use-case. We

used those metrics in on compressed sequences previously

obtaining reasonable results [13].

The final data set contains 3242 rows and 9 different met-

rics. We did not consider all metrics since some of them

are very fare from the adaptive streaming use-case, like let-

terboxing or pillarboxing. The final metrics were: blocki-

ness, blockloss, blur, brightness, contrast, exposure, noise,

SA, and TA. Those metrics were considered as potentially

useful but we limited the list further after the results were

obtained.

Knowing that the source sequences are very different and

it would be difficult to characterize them we decided to

use a machine learning algorithm Support Vector Machine

(SVM) to predict VQM. To avoid over fitting we used

5-Fold Cross Validation method [14]. The method is based

on dividing the learning set in to five different sets, running

the learning process on the combined four sets and using

for the verification the last set. It is done for each possible

combination giving five different results. More details can

be found in [14].

The 5-Fold Cross Validation assumes that each point is

independent and can be used for training or testing. It is

not the case for our data since the content is one of the key

factors. Therefore, dividing the data set to the subsets had

to be done carefully. First, all PVSs and chunks generated

from the same SRC have to be in the same set. Thanks

to that restriction we never train and test with the same

content.

After dividing the data set we were able to run the SVM

algorithm. In order to find the best model we need to de-

cide, which variables are the most meaning full and we

have to find the best pair of the two SVM fitting param-

eters cost and γ . With relatively small amount of metrics,

we were able to test all possible SVM models for limited

cost-to-γ pairs. For the models showing the best perfor-

mance, we run more precise search for optimal cost-to-γ

pairs. This method let us find the final model which is

based on four metrics: blockiness, blur, noise, spatial ac-

tivity (SA) with blur being the most significant factor.

The stability of the obtained model is strongly depending

on the exact source sequence distribution. It proves that

more contents and more content characteristics are needed

to obtain better results. Just as an example, two different

scatter plots, showing the SVM model precision, are shown

in Figs. 4 and 5.

The obtained scatter plots show the strong influence of the

source sequences. If very specific sequences were only in

the validation set, the obtained results are much worst. It
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Fig. 4. The scatter plot of the worst performing validation set.

Fig. 5. The scatter plot of the best performing validation set.

shows clearly that to create a correct model very broad

range of sources has to be used.

After choosing the best SVM model, we also analyzed lin-

ear models. In this case, we focused on the four metrics

which we already have in the model, but we considered not

only linear terms but also all possible interactions and the

square terms. The same as for SVM the variables have to be

normalized in order to obtain stable results. The normaliza-

tion we used is (−1,1) interval by equation xn = 2 x−a
b−a −1.

The coefficients used for the normalization are shown in

Table 2.

Table 2

The normalization coefficients used for the linear model

Indicator Min (a) Max (b)

Blockiness 0.553 1.123

SA 4.401 150.410

Blur 2.354 33.944

Noise 0.000 1.422

The obtained model has couple of statistically insignificant

terms. Reducing them one by one, we obtained model

presented in Table 3.

Table 3

The smallest linear model with all coefficients

statistically significant

Indicator Coefficient

(Intercept) –0.097

Blockiness 2.058

Blockiness2 0.151

Blur –0.349

Blur2 –0.144

Blockiness: SA 1.460

Blockiness: blur 2.471

Blockiness: noise 0.254

SA: noise –0.069

Blur: noise 0.184

Blockiness: SA: blur 1.504

For the linear model the obtained R2 = 0.69, which is com-

parable with the SVM model.

5. Conclusions

QoE metrics have been successfully developed as a result

of the work. All together constitute a single, universal and

multi-platform measurement system, which runs entirely on

the receiving side. This ability makes it especially suitable

for content providers operating on a massive scale. The

opportunity to remotely sense quality of experience at each

user-node guarantees better system control and gives solid

input for various resource utilization algorithms. Moreover,

measurement performed on two ends of the system allows

one to quantitatively measure its impact on the content be-

ing transmitted.

A related point to consider is the fact that the software pro-

vides information regarding all indicators separately. Es-

tablishing trustworthy mapping between those KPIs and fi-

nal subjective quality is a challenging task requiring more

experimental data nevertheless such mapping is also pro-

posed. More studies are needed to perform better correla-

tion with the subjective results or objective FR metric.

Due to clear and comprehensive presentation of results,

the user alone may choose the meaning and importance of

certain metrics, not only focusing on the global score. The

global score can be used as an error indicator and the deep

metrics analysis can show the exact reason of the error.
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Abstract—Rapid development of many scientific and techni-

cal disciplines, especially in material science and material en-

gineering increases a demand for quick, accurate and cheap

techniques of materials investigations. The EPR spectroscopy

meets these requirements and it is used in many fields of sci-

ence including biology, chemistry and physics. For proper

work, the EPR spectrometer needs a microwave source, which

are reviewed in this paper. Vacuum tubes as well as semicon-

ductor generators are presented such as magnetron, klystron,

traveling wave tube, backward wave oscillator, orotron, gy-

rotron, Gunn and IMPATT diodes. In this paper main ad-

vantages of gyrotron usage, such as stability and an increased

spectral resolution in application to EPR spectroscopy is dis-

cussed. The most promising and reliable microwave source is

suggested.

Keywords—electron paramagnetic resonance, gyrotron EPR,

microwave sources, orotron, terahertz waves.

1. Introduction

Electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) is a very sensitive

and specialized method that can be applied for both element

and chemical reaction investigations. The EPR method can

be used to detect the organic and inorganic compounds in

electrochemical systems. A form of the equation, describ-

ing an EPR resonance condition:

hv = gβ B , (1)

shows that an EPR signal can be observed in two ways.

The first is an observation of the resonant energy absorption

versus frequency v of the electromagnetic field at a constant

magnetic induction B. The second way is to observe the

resonant energy absorption versus magnetic induction B of

the constant magnetic field at a constant frequency v (g is

Lande factor).

Experiments using EPR are mainly conducted in X and Q

bands, and less frequently in V and W ones. The common

use of the X and Q bands is due to their wide availability

and the relatively low price of all microwave components

(developed for radar systems). The second reason for the

wide use of the X and Q bands is the use of comparatively

weak constant magnetic fields with an induction of the or-

der of 1 T, which is achievable with conventional electro-

magnets. Development of such electromagnets is relatively

simple and cheap. Their operation is much more convenient

than superconductive electromagnets, for instance. How-

ever, a spectroscopic splitting factor for these bands limits

the ability to examine the substances, which exhibit low

magnetic anisotropy.

Measurements carried out in the millimeter wave band in

a frequency range above 40 GHz introduce a high resolution

of a spectrum for a given g coefficient. Spectral resolution

increases with radiation frequency and the intensity of the

constant, resonant magnetic B0. It has been demonstrated

in past work [1] based on analysis of different biological,

polymeric and other spin systems examined in the D band.

There may be several criteria for selecting a millimeter

wave source for EPR, including performance, output power,

tuning bandwidth, durability, convenience and costs [2].

Solid-state sources such as Gunn and IMPATT diodes are

often chosen because of their relatively low cost and com-

pact dimensions. Due to them having small dimensions,

it is easier to integrate them into EPR devices. What is

more, solid-state sources do not require high control volt-

ages and additional cooling. However, they can only deliver

low output power compared to vacuum tubes.

Table 1

Example bands used in EPR spectroscopy

Band L X K Q V W D

λ [mm] 300 30 12.5 8.5 5.6 3.2 2.1

f [GHz] 1 10 24 35 65 95 140

B0 [T] 0.04 0.36 0.86 1.25 2.3 3.39 5.00

2. Sources of the Microwave Radiation

2.1. Magnetron

Magnetrons were the first microwave devices used for the

generation of high frequency radiation. The first magnetron

was constructed by Albert Hull in 1920. A modern project

of the magnetron device was proposed during the Second

World War in 1940 by John and Harry Boot from the Uni-

versity of Birmingham. Engineers managed to construct

radars, which despite their pulsed operation contributed to

the victory of the Allies over Germany. Nowadays, most

magnetrons are used in households, where they work as
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a source of the microwaves in microwave ovens, whereas

in radar applications the most frequently used sources are

klystrons and backward-wave tubes.

The magnetron can generate high power radiation [3] (up

to hundreds of kilowatts) and high frequency, which is lim-

ited mainly by the intensity of a constant magnetic field

according to the formula

f =
eB

mc
, (2)

where f denotes the frequency of the electron oscillations,

e is the charge of the electron, B is the induction of an ex-

ternal constant magnetic field, m is the mass of the electron

and c is the speed of light. The magnetron is characterized

by a high instability of both a generated frequency and its

phase [4]. Due to these disadvantages, magnetrons are not

used in EPR spectroscopy.

Fig. 1. The SHM magnetron delivers 1 kW output power at

95 GHz [8], [10].

Nevertheless, the constant progress in magnetron develop-

ment for higher frequencies and output powers can be no-

ticed. In the most high frequency magnetrons a new type

of this device is used, the so-called spatial-harmonic mag-

netron (SHM), which utilizes a cold secondary-emission

cathode. It was first proposed by Robertshaw [5] and lately

reintroduced by [6], along with the whole theory for mul-

timode interactions, formation of doublets, and transient

processes. Based on this theory several devices were de-

signed and built for 95 GHz (Fig. 1) [7] and 210 GHz [8].

Another magnetron for higher frequency (320 GHz) is un-

der development [9]. The SHM magnetrons could open

a new age of magnetrons and despite their disadvantages

they have very important advantages such as their small size

and low price in comparison with other microwave tubes,

e.g. klystrons and gyrotrons.

2.2. Gunn Diode

Historically, one of the first semiconductor sources of mi-

crowave radiation was a Gunn diode [11]. It was used as

an active element in many microwave generators and am-

plifiers. Thanks to its simple construction and an ability to

generate oscillations at very high frequencies, it is used in

many systems. Diodes based on gallium arsenide are able to

generate radiation at a frequency reaching 200 GHz, while

frequency reachable by the diodes based on gallium nitride

can be as high as 3 THz [12]. Moreover, Gunn generators

are tunable in a wide frequency range [13]. Unfortunately,

the achieved power is low and does not exceed several mil-

liwatts CW. However, this power level is sufficient to be

used in EPR spectroscopy.

As was written in [2], Gunn diodes can provide up to

100 mW CW radiation at 95 GHz and 20 mW at 140 GHz.

The main disadvantage of solid-state sources is poor noise

and frequency jitter characteristics, which must usually be

compensated by phase-lock loops to a reference oscillation

source or external cavity. For example, the Gunn diode

working at 95 GHz has a phase noise of about –40 dBc/Hz

at a 10 kHz frequency offset. However, phase locking lim-

its the sweep ability of the necessary microwave sources

e.g. for control matching the EPR cavity.

The diode based oscillators can be expected to work contin-

uously for up to 100,000 h, which is a much longer working

time than vacuum tubes could offer.

2.3. Klystron

Klystrons, as well as magnetrons, were invented at the be-

ginning of the XX century. The main work was done by

the Varian brothers [14]. Klystrons can work as amplifiers

as well as microwave generators for a wide range of wave-

lengths (from radio frequencies up to upper microwaves).

Klystrons are widely used in such areas as radars, TV trans-

mitters, satellite communication and in modern particle ac-

celerators [15].

A principle of klystron operation is based on a conver-

sion of the energy of accelerated electrons to the energy

of the electromagnetic field. This conversion occurs due to

the bunching of electrons in the alternating electric field.

A klystron usually consists of an electron gun, a reso-

nance cavity (or several cavities) and a collector or reflec-

tor. In a typical generation klystron, which is the reflex

klystron [16].

Klystrons are stable sources of electromagnetic radiation,

which can be successfully used in EPR spectroscopy [17].

In a typical EPR instrument, a klystron tube is used to

generate monochromatic microwave radiation in the X band

(≈ 9.75 GHz), but all other bands are also used.

Although they also have limits. The main limit for klystrons

is the highest frequency, which can be generated at a rea-

sonable power level (tens of watts). The ratio between

the generated frequency and the output power for modern

klystrons drops rapidly when working frequency reaches

100 GHz and above [18] (Fig. 2).

One solution to the problem of output power loss gener-

ated by klystrons was the development of the so-called
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Fig. 2. Diagram presenting power versus frequency limits for

microwave generators [18].

extended interaction klystrons (EIK), which combine the

advantages of normal klystrons and those of traveling wave

tubes (TWT) [19]. It is said that EIK klystrons will reach

very high frequencies (up to 1 THz), and at the same time

with a high power level and frequency stability. In the

present day, there is research on klystrons that will work

on a frequency of 670 GHz [20].

2.4. Traveling Wave Tube

As with the previously mentioned radiation sources, the

travelling wave tube (TWT) was also invented during the

Second World War [21]. It is said that the creators of these

kinds of tubes are Rudolf Kompfner and Nils Lindenbland.

The principle of operation is similar to klystrons, which is

also based on extraction of energy from accelerated elec-

trons and the transfer of part of it to the electromagnetic

field. However, in this case the delaying structure is used,

which causes electrons to move with a velocity close to

the alternation of the electromagnetic field. Electrons are

periodically focused by magnets or electromagnets, which,

as mentioned before, cause the occurrence of the bunching

of electrons.

TWTs are usually used as amplifiers of microwave radia-

tion and they are characterized by a wide bandwidth, which

make TWTs very good broadband amplifiers. In contrast

to klystrons, TWTs are able to reach much higher output

powers at frequencies above 100 GHz. Due to this fact,

TWTs are broadly used in many areas such as, among oth-

ers, telecommunications, radar techniques and EPR [22].

2.5. Backward Wave Oscillator (BWO)

A backward wave oscillator (BWO), also called a backward

wave tube, is a vacuum tube that was invented by the inven-

tor of the traveling wave tube, Rudolf Kompfner [21]. He

demonstrated O-type BWO in 1951, whereas M-type was

presented by Bernard Epsztein [23] in the same year. The

BWO is used to generate microwaves up to the terahertz

range. It also belongs to the traveling-wave tube (TWT)

family and is an oscillator, which can be tuned in a wide

electronic range.

The principle of operation of the BWO is based on the in-

teraction between an electron beam, which is generated by

an electron gun, and a slow-wave structure. The excited

microwave wave is traveling backward against the beam.

When it reaches the electron gun region, it is coupled out

by the output port. The BWOs are considered as very sta-

ble and powerful microwave sources, although the maxi-

mum output power level for O-type is in a range up to

1 mW at 1000 GHz. Nevertheless, the good quality wave-

front they produce makes them very good illuminators in

terahertz imaging and EPR spectroscopy. The BWOs are

widely used in EPR spectroscopy, for example a set of four

BWOs were used in [24] in so called high frequency EPR

(HFEPR), where high fields are employed in combination

with multiple energy sources in the sub-THz range.

Another example of using the BWO as microwave sources

can be found in [25], where results of studying the structure

of the paramagnetic centres formed by impurity Ho3+ ions

in synthetic forsterite (Mg2SiO4) are presented. They used

a basic set of BWOs which permit operation in a frequency

range of 60 to 1500 GHz [26]. Unfortunately, the output

power of the BWO at frequencies over 100 GHz are at

miliwatt level. This factor limits usage of the BWOs at

higher frequencies and one needs to use other microwave

sources.

2.6. Orotron

The orotron was proposed in 1969 by the Soviet physicists

F. S. Rusin and G. D. Bogomlov [27]. It consists of an

open resonator (Fig. 3) with two mirrors, one of which

has a periodic structure. The electron beam is located in

a focusing magnetic field directed parallel to the motion

of the electrons. The periodic structure produces the slow

spatial harmonics of the cavity field. Electrons interact with

one of such harmonics under the condition:

ω ≈ hv , (3)

and then a simple relation between the radiation wavelength

λ and structure period d can be used:

λ ≈
d

β
, (4)

where ω is the angular frequency of the cavity mode,

h = 2π
d

is the longitudinal wavenumber of the slow spa-

tial harmonic of the field, v is the electron velocity, β = v
c

and c is the speed of light.

Orotrons are currently being developed for generating

high frequency radiation [28], [29] of up to 410 GHz at

a 50–200 mW power level. Nevertheless, the efficiency of

this device is quite low due to the large number of periods

in the periodic structure and the non-uniformity of the mi-

crowave field magnitude at the electron beam cross section.
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Fig. 3. Structure of an orotron: 1 – mirror with periodic structure,

2 – electron flux, 3 – radio wave guide, 4 – mirror.

Efficiency does not usually exceed 0.1–1% at submililime-

ter wavelengths [30].

In contrast to the gyrotron, the orotron is a smaller and

more compact device. It also does not require a high in-

tensity of the magnetic field. What is more, it does not

require a complicated power supply and cooling systems.

Therefore, the output power levels generated by the orotron

are several orders of magnitude less than those generated

by the gyrotron.

2.7. IMPATT Diode

The IMPATT diode (IMPact ionization Avalanche Transit-

Time diode) is a powerful semiconductor device used

to produce millimetre waves and microwaves. Its struc-

ture, similar to the basic PN junction, was first proposed

by Shockley (1954) [31] and further developed by Read

(1958) [32].

Transit time of the carriers in the junction results in the

negative resistance effect, which is responsible for the gen-

eration of the RF signal. IMPATT diodes cover the fre-

quency range from X-band (6 GHz) to 400 GHz. Their

CW power was reported at 12 W at 6 GHz, 1 W at 94

GHz [33] and 2.2 mW at 412 GHz [34].

These kind of generators are widely used in EPR spec-

troscopy, especially in the former Soviet Union where this

technology was highly developed [35].

The main advantage of IMPATT diodes is their noise-

performance, which is comparable to klystrons. What is

more, the price is much lower, the lifetime is long and only

a simple power supply is required [36]. The only draw-

back of the IMPATT diodes is a high level of phase noise,

which is not desirable at EPR spectrometer setup. Consid-

ering all disadvantages and advantages the IMPATT diodes

can be very promising microwave source, but one need to

use proper methods to compensate the phase noise.

2.8. Gyrotron

The devices that are widely used as a microwave source in

EPR/NMR experiments are gyrotrons [37], [38]. The gy-

rotron was invented in the Radiophysics Institute in Gorky

(now the Applied Physics Institute in Nizhny Novogorod)

in the 1960s [39]. The gyrotron is a kind of maser (strictly

speaking it is a cyclotron resonance maser – CRM), which

is equivalent to a laser for microwave wavelength, and as

with the laser, the gyrotron is also an oscillator. This device

is used with success in many experiments, where a stable,

high frequency and high power microwave source is needed.

The highest frequency reached by the gyrotron is now about

680 GHz [40], with an output power level reaching about

300 kW.

Despite the main application for gyrotrons being plasma

heating in tokamak installations, they have attracted the at-

tention of many researchers that are conducting experiments

involving various kinds of spectroscope. For the last few

years NMR/DNP [41] spectroscopy experiments have been

widely reported. The first commercial NMR/DNP spectro-

scopes are available. There is continuous research towards

higher radiation frequencies, which was recently reported

during a workshop at University of Fukui, a leading centre

in gyrotron research [42].

During the above-mentioned workshop in Fukui, the latest

research results in the field of ESR spectroscopy, which in-

volved the use of the gyrotron, were presented [43]. The

experiments were conducted with the use of the gyrotron,

which operated at a frequency of 154 GHz and with an

output power of 150 W. The use of this kind of system

will allow for further development of material engineering,

especially in the context of materials with a short relax-

ation time. Similar research is being held in many other

institutions e.g. in MIT [14], where the gyrotron for use

in NMR spectroscopy was designed and built. It operates

at a frequency of 460 GHz with a maximal output power

of 100 W.

The gyrotron, as an electromagnetic radiation source, is

a very promising device, mainly due to its simple construc-

tion, high efficiency and potential possibility to achieve fre-

quencies of up to several terahertzes. The development of

the gyrotron technique and technology is in the scope of

interest of several countries, including Poland [44].

Frequency and power stability in the gyrotron has been

studied for some time. MIT has been conducting experi-

ments with a tunable gyrotron for spectroscopy applications

since 1990 [45]. There is worldwide interest in this type

of device. The gyrotron reported in [45] has a long term

power stability of 0.7% at 2.71 W of power and ±6 ppm

frequency stability at 460 GHz. On the other hand, the

gyrotron reported in 2002 [41] achieved a power stability

of 1%. It is quite an improvement as the gyrotron reported

in 1994 was operating at a frequency of 95 GHz with a fre-

quency stability of 100 ppm [46]. The same group from

Fukui, Japan reported in 2010 a wide range (1.5 GHz) con-

tinuous tunable gyrotron working at 394.6 ±0.6 GHz [37].

Unfortunately in this work, no stability test results nor mea-

surement sensitivity gain have been reported.

3. Summary

The most important microwave sources were briefly dis-

cussed and the need of new microwave sources and the

development of existing ones has been pointed out.
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Before some advice will be given on choosing the proper

microwave oscillator for use in EPR, let once more time

revise the reason why one need to use higher frequency.

There are several advantages of a higher frequency source

in EPR applications [24]:

1. Second-order effects are reduced at high magnetic

fields. Higher radiation frequency allows the use of

the higher magnetic field.

2. A higher magnetic field and higher operation fre-

quency increases spin splitting, thus spectral resolu-

tion over the g factor is higher. Better resolution is

important in the investigation of polarity, structure

and spin.

3. Exponential dependency of the number of excited

spins on the radiation frequency causes saturation

of paramagnetic centers. This dependency is used

to study the relaxation and dynamics of the para-

magnetic centers. Moreover, cross-relaxation of the

paramagnetic centers decreases rapidly at high mag-

netic fields. As a result it is possible to obtain more

precise and complete information about the system

under study.

4. Large microwave quantum energy makes it possible

to investigate systems with large zero field splitting.

5. Precision of pulse methods also increases at high

magnetic fields.

6. Higher orientation selectivity and sensitivity in the

investigation of disordered systems.

The choice of the microwave source for the given applica-

tion must meet all requirements and other specific criteria.

Every oscillator has its advantages and disadvantages, and

this must be carefully considered.

The most important among them, in the context of im-

proving sensitivity and also measurement dynamics and the

further development of spectroscopy, are the gyrotron and

orotron.

The gyrotron, because of its high efficiency (up to 50%)

and also its high power and ability to generate a continu-

ous wave of high frequency, will allow samples during a

long exposure time in constant radiation conditions to be

investigate.

But the gyrotron is very expensive and troublesome device

and even though it has many advantages, in experiments

required frequencies up to 100 GHz can be used other mi-

crowave source. The gyrotron is the only choice when one

need to operate at higher frequencies, but then much more

powerful magnetic field is also needed.

The orotron, because of its compact size and also its pulsed

operation and lack of complicated gear (power supply, mag-

nets, cooling system), will allow samples to be even quickly

examined in field conditions.

Orotrons can be used as an alternative to the other mi-

crowave tubes as well as semiconductor diodes. Orotron

can provide higher power levels than diodes and other tubes,

so it can be used as the intermediate source between oscil-

lators of lower frequencies with higher output power and

those with higher frequencies and high output power, i.e.

gyrotron.

When one need to operate at low frequency the proper

choice is gun/IMPATT diodes and cheap vacuum tubes such

as TWTs, magnetrons and klystrons.
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Abstract—In this paper the quality aspects of bitrate and

loudness in digital broadcasting and webcasting systems are

examined. The authors discuss a survey concerning user pref-

erences related with processing and managing audio content.

The coding efficiency of a popular audio format is analyzed

in the context of storing media. An objective study on a rep-

resentative group of signal samples, as well as a subjective

study of the perceived quality of real-time broadcasted and

webcasted radio programs are performed.
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1. Introduction

Currently, digital broadcasting and webcasting systems are

common in everyday life. They contribute to the spread

and availability of information and educational resources,

as well as entertainment.

The possibilities and limitations of existing technology lead

to the search for new solutions that would satisfy user ex-

pectations. It is assumed, that high quality is closely linked

with the bitrate assigned to a particular service. However,

issues such as Quality of Service (QoS), a synonym for

network performance and reliability, or Quality of Expe-

rience (QoE), interpreted as the level of user acceptance,

show that the quality of digital audio transmission systems

can be interpreted in a different manner.

2. Digital Audio Transmission

At present, contemporary digital audio transmission ser-

vices suffer strong competition from other broadcasting and

non-broadcasting media, such as streaming platforms, also

referred to as webcasting services, or various cloud-based

storage platforms [1].

Broadcasting is a free-to-air service of consuming audio

content. When users listen to music, terrestrial radio trans-

mission occupies a predefined share of bandwidth and pro-

vides the same quality of the audio material for nearly all

of them, regardless of the number of active users. An in-

crease in the number of simultaneous users does not cause

degradation in quality.

Webcasting services are undeniably a very popular mean

of conveying audio content to the public. Their popularity

is clearly visible in the number of dedicated applications

available for popular mobile devices. However, in some

cases the major drawback of webcasting services is their

limited functionality and insufficient quality. Some service

providers encourage users to purchase a premium account

in order to consume high-quality content [2].

3. Perceived User Quality

The perceived user quality is a complex phenomenon,

a mixture of the technical QoS and perceptual QoE. Due to

the widespread and availability of mobile and portable de-

vices, audio content can be consumed almost anytime and

everywhere.

Broadcasters, webcasters and content providers must sup-

port a wide range of services with different codecs and

bitrates to provide high-quality content under limited band-

width conditions. In order to do so, they rely on tests

concerning both subjective and objective quality metrics.

In the subjective quality area, indisputably the most re-

liable method for quality assessment is via testing with

a group of listeners. The most frequently used method is

Mean Opinion Score (MOS) [3], where listeners rate the

quality in a 5-step scale from 1 (bad quality) to 5 (excel-

lent quality). A newer 100-step scale methodology, called

MUltiple Stimulus with Hidden Reference and Anchor

(MUSHRA) [4], has also gained popularity.

In case of objective quality metrics testing is automated

by software, which tries to predict the score that would be

given by a human person. This way telecoms, manufac-

turers and content providers can easily evaluate the quality

thorough the whole process of planning, implementation

and maintenance of a particular product or service. A re-

view of objective quality metrics can be found in [5].

4. Quality Study

The aim of this study was to examine the quality aspects of

bitrate and loudness in digital broadcasting and webcasting

systems. The study was performed on a group of 40 people

aged between 20–25 years old; it consisted of four parts:
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1. Questionnaire performed in order to examine user

habits and preferences when it comes to storing, pro-

cessing and managing audio files.

2. Coding efficiency study of the most popular algo-

rithm performed on a representative group of signal

samples.

3. Objective quality assessment study performed on the

same group of signal samples.

4. Subjective quality assessment study performed on

real-time broadcasted and webcasted radio programs.

The experiment was conducted between January and Febru-

ary 2016, neither participant had hearing disorders.

4.1. Questionnaire

This part of the study was carried out in the form of a ques-

tionnaire consisting of three questions. It was performed

prior to the listening tests, in order to learn user habits

and expectations when it comes to downloading or stream-

ing audio content. The results of this study are shown in

Figs. 1–3.

According to obtained results, the majority prefers to use

audio files processed using lossy compression algorithms.

Fig. 1. Frequently chosen coding algorithm.

Fig. 2. Frequently chosen audio format.

Fig. 3. Most frequently chosen bitrate.

About one third of them select audio materials that are ei-

ther uncompressed or processed using lossless compression

algorithms.

Surprisingly, with the vast development of new and more

efficient coding algorithms, the MP3 is still the most pop-

ular audio format. Other formats such as Advanced Audio

Coding (AAC), used in digital broadcasting systems such

as Digital Audio Broadcasting plus (DAB+) [6], Free Loss-

less Audio Codec (FLAC) or WAVe audio format (WAV)

gained 6, 17 and 14% respectively.

Not surprisingly, whenever users have the opportunity, they

favor the highest bitrate available. According to the study,

more than a half selects a bitrate of 128-256 kb/s. One

third prefers bitrates higher than 256 kb/s, whereas only

6% chooses a bitrate of less than 128 kb/s.

Of course, the quality of any digital service is strictly con-

nected with the assigned bitrate. However, bandwidth is

a very limited and costly resource, regardless whether talk-

ing about wired or wireless transmission. That is why low

bitrates are mostly preferable by broadcasters and content

providers, since they enable to introduce more services.

4.2. Coding Efficiency

When it comes to providing high quality content, espe-

cially at lower bitrates, one question arises – how much

information could be lost? Audio coding and compression

algorithms enable to shrink down the size of a file without

seriously affecting the quality. Asides from lossy com-

pression, every broadcast or webcast transmission causes

additional degradation in quality. That is why scientists fo-

cus on developing new and efficient ways of processing the

audio material, especially at low bitrates.

Based on the questionnaire, we decided to carry out a study

concerning the coding efficiency of the most popular al-

gorithm. A detailed description of the MP3 coding algo-

rithm, in contrast with AAC, a popular algorithm utilized

by many digital broadcasting and webcasting systems, can

be found in [7].

The signal samples used during test have been divided into

3 categories:
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Table 1

Signal samples processed during test

Category File name Description Duration [s]

Female speech Female lector in English 23

Speech and singing Male speech Male lector in English 22

Quartet Four voices (soprano, alto, tenor, bass) singing acapella 28

Accordion Accordion solo 22

Musical instruments Trumpet Trumpet solo 32

Violin Violin solo 29

Popular music
Billie Jean Popular music piece 27

Thriller Popular music piece 20

1. Speech and singing – female and male speech,
quartet.

2. Musical instruments – accordion, trumpet, violin.

3. Popular music – two music pieces by Michael

Jackson.

Samples from category 1 and 2 were sourced from Eu-

ropean Broadcast Union (EBU) [8], whereas those from

category 3 came from the authors’ private music library.

The full list and description of signal samples used during

tests is shown in Table 1. The sampling frequency of each

file was set to 44.1 kHz.

The comparison between the size of the reference (original

WAV file) and degraded (MP3 coded file) audio files, coded

at different bitrates, is shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. Size of MP3 coded signal samples.

Of course, higher bitrates are strictly connected with bet-

ter quality of the output signal. However, there is always

a breakpoint, when managing or storing large and numerous

files becomes a difficult and problematic task. As shown,

lossy compression algorithms can lower the required stor-

age space by tens of percent.

4.3. Objective Test

The same set of signal samples, as described in Table 1,

was processed using an objective quality metric, called

ViSQOLAudio [9]. This algorithm compares the differ-

ence between the reference and degraded audio file. The

sampling frequency of each original and processed file was

set to 44.1 kHz. The result of this test, in MOS scale, is

shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5. Objective score of MP3 coded signal samples.

According to the study, the overall quality of the tested

material was ranked as good (4 out of 5 points). In most

cases, choosing a bitrate higher than 128 kbps provides

only a slight increase in quality.

As some scholars indicate, bitrates of approximately

256 kb/s provide almost the same quality as the original

unprocessed reference signal [10]. That is why one ques-

tion arises – is it really necessary to design services that

deliver audio content at bitrates higher than 128 kb/s, or

even 256 kb/s.

4.4. Subjective Test

Subjective tests are regarded as expensive and time con-

suming. However, only users can give an accurate feed-

back about their expectations related with devices or

content.

The aim of this part was to determine whether other as-

pects, besides mere assigned bitrate, i.e. the loudness level

of the audio material, can affect the perceived quality. As
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it was notices during preparation, some broadcasters trans-

mit audio content at higher volume than others. Therefore,

this fact may be misleading, causing an individual to switch

over to another radio program.

In general, webcasters transmit their content at lower bi-

trates than broadcasters, most often at 48 kb/s. That is why

a group of 4 radio programs, available both terrestrial and

online, has been chosen. The profile and assigned bitrate

of each radio program is described in Table 2.

Table 2

Profile and assigned bitrate of broadcasted and webcasted

radio programs

Radio program Broadcast bitrate Webcast bitrate

profile [kb/s] [kb/s]

Children 72 48

Informative English 64 48

Informative Polish 64 48

Electronic music 72 48

Tests were carried out on two groups of listeners, 20 peo-

ple in each, wearing AKG K550 closed-back headphones.

Each participant assessed the quality individually and was

not informed about the actual bitrate of the broadcasted or

webcasted radio program.

The subjective tests were performed in turns, one listener

after another, according to recommendation [11]. Each in-

dividual was asked to rank the overall quality of the same

real-time transmitted radio program, both broadcasted and

webcasted, in a 5-step MOS scale. They listened to each

radio station for approximately 10–20 s.

Fig. 6. Subjective scores – different volume.

The first group of 20 listeners was asked to assess the

quality, with the webcasted material emitted at higher

level of volume. The results of this study are shown in

Fig. 6. Obtained subjective results have been processed

Table 3

ANOVA test results – different volume

Category α P Fcrit F

Broadcast 0.05 0.59 3.09 0.65

Webcast 0.05 0.75 3.09 0.41

with the ANalysis Of VAriance (ANOVA) statistical anal-

ysis, as shown in Table 3. The confidence interval was set

to 95%.

According to obtained results, in both cases the P value was

not less than α . Additionally, the F value did not exceed

the Fcrit .

Due to higher volume, the webcasted material, although

transmitted at lower bitrate, was ranked not only as com-

parable with the broadcasted material, but even higher.

Fig. 7. Subjective scores – normalized volume.

The second group of 20 listeners was asked to rank the

quality, where the loudness of both broadcasted and web-

casted material was set to the same normalized level. The

results of this tests are shown in Fig. 7. Obtained subjec-

tive results have been processed with the ANOVA statistical

analysis, as shown in Table 4. The confidence interval was

set to 95%.

Table 4

ANOVA test results – normalized volume

Category α P Fcrit F

Broadcast 0.05 0.85 3.24 0.26

Webcast 0.05 0.45 3.24 0.92

According to obtained results, in both cases the P value was

not less than α . Additionally, the F value did not exceed

the Fcrit .

It can be noticed, that when comparing audio material with

the same loudness, the broadcasted radio programs were

ranked as of higher quality. This observation can be made

in real life, when various radio stations are transmitting

programs at different level of volume.

Additionally, the current trend of mixing and mastering,

especially popular music pieces, focuses on increasing the

loudness level. Issues such as timbre, dynamics, space

atmosphere, etc., come secondary [12].

5. Conclusions

Bandwidth is a very saturated and limited resource, regard-

less whether analyzing wired or wireless transmission. In

the digital era, where users desire to consume high-quality
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content at any time and everywhere, quality plays a ma-

jor role in the successful development and introduction of

every new service.

The perceived quality is strictly connected with the assigned

bitrate of the audio material. Not surprisingly, users prefer

the highest bitrate whenever they have a possibility to make

that choice. Companies realize this fact, sometimes offering

premium quality only to users whom pay for their service.

As it was proven, lossy compression algorithms can sig-

nificantly decrease the required storage space for managing

audio files. However, degraded audio files of 256 kb/s and

less may not always provide high quality, indistinguishable

from the original file. Nevertheless, in most cases they

assure good quality for the user.

According to obtained results, introducing broadcast or we-

bcast audio material at bitrates of less than 128 kb/s can

provide users with content ranked between fair and good.

This is an important issue, especially when talking about

designing free or payable premium services.

Providing high quality content in the context of user QoE

proved to be a complex phenomenon. As it was shown,

the volume level of a radio program can also affect the

perceived quality, as louder was ranked as better. This can

cause uncertainty on the user side, causing him or her to

switch to another louder station, which seems to be of better

quality than the first stiller one.

It is vital to understand the pros and cons of different tech-

nologies. Both QoS and QoE are very crucial factors when

it comes to managing bandwidth resources. Consumers

will welcome every new service or product that offers new

possibilities and can meet their demands.
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Abstract—Recent developments in wireless sensor networks

include their applications in safety, medical monitoring, envi-

ronment monitoring and many more. Limited battery energy

and efficient data delivery are most considered constraints for

sensor nodes. Depletion of node battery ceases functioning

of the node. The network lifetime can be enhanced with the

help of Multi-Layer protocol (ML-MAC). This paper presents

a practical approach including 3-dimensional deployment of

sensor nodes and analyzes two different types of networks –

homogeneous and heterogeneous WSNs. To analyze various

QoS parameters, two types of nodes are considered in a het-

erogeneous network. The performance of both the networks

is compared through simulations. The results show that ML-

MAC performs better for a 3D heterogeneous WSNs.

Keywords—heterogeneous WSN, homogeneous WSN, ML-MAC,

QualNet 6.1 Network Simulator, Wireless Sensor Networks.

1. Introduction

Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) consist of small sensor

nodes. Typical sensor node consists of various parameter

sensors, a microcontroller, a radio transceiver, and is mainly

battery powered, which results in limited network lifetime.

The WSNs are used in many fields such as habitat moni-

toring [1], [2] of wildlife [3] without intrusion, tracking of

objects [4], ad hoc deployments for disaster management

and precision agriculture [5]. WSNs are required to op-

erate in an unattended environment for a long time in an

autonomous way. Most of the WSNs existing run on battery

supply and battery replacement or recharge is impossible.

Scarcity of energy resource for sensor nodes may result in

a short lifetime, so that energy management schemes are

required to minimize energy consumption. It is important

that the network nodes are low cost [6] to make sensor net-

works a technology that can be used in a large number of

application areas.

In homogeneous WSNs, all sensor devices have the same

characteristics such as energy consumption, processing ca-

pacity, and radio equipment. On the other side, if the de-

vices that coexist in WSNs have different characteristics,

the sensor network is referred as a heterogeneous WSN.

In addition, sensors may sense different physical phenom-

ena such as temperature, pressure, and humidity, thereby

various reading rates are introduced at the sensors. All

these characteristics can be considered as sources of het-

erogeneity of WSNs. The design of heterogeneous WSNs

requires adaptive mechanisms that are able to react to dif-

ferent characteristics. For WSNs to be simple and energy

conserving, limited processing resources and strong energy

consumption constraints require Medium Access Control

(MAC) methods.

In this paper, the performance of homogeneous and het-

erogeneous WSNs is compared by simulating a 3D sensor

network in QualNet 6.1 network simulator. Further, the

reduction in energy consumption is achieved by the use

of ML-MAC protocol [7], which allows selective nodes to

communicate and lets others to be inactive.

The remainder of this research paper is structured as fol-

lows. Related research works are described in Section 2.

Simulation topology is elaborated in Section 3. Parameters

for simulation evaluation are described in Section 4 and per-

formance evaluation is presented in Section 5. Summary

of this research paper is provided in Section 6.

2. Related Work

Energy conservation is an important research area for

designing energy efficient wireless sensor networks. Jha

et al. [7] proposed a multi-layer MAC (ML-MAC) pro-

tocol, which is a distributed content-based MAC protocol.

In ML-MAC, time is divided into frames and each frame

is divided into listen and sleep periods. The active pe-

riod is sub-divided into L non-overlapping layers. A node

wakes up only at its assigned layer timings. The simulation

was done with 100 nodes in 200 s using ns2 simulator and

Matlab and results show a significant reduction in node

power consumption as compared to Sensor-MAC (S-MAC)

protocol.

Thalore et al. [8] proposed an energy-efficient multi-layer

technique (ML-MAC) for Wireless Personal Area Networks

(WPANs) with 1000 nodes randomly deployed in a net-

work to increase the network lifetime. The simulation was

done using QualNet 5.2 software that supports sensor net-

works with large number of nodes and has sensor networks

library for IEEE 802.15.4. The results show an improve-

ment over 47% in network lifetime and improved through-

put as compared to IEEE 802.15.4. This technique is fur-

ther used to optimize the network parameters by varying

node density and number of layers in a network [9].
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Fig. 1. Network scenario in QualNet simulator.

In most applications, sensor nodes are actually deployed

in a 3D network but the performance analysis is done by

considering the WSN as a 2D network. A number of re-

searchers are considering the real time analysis of parame-

ters to get exact analysis of the networks. Thalore et al. [10]

evaluated the performance of IEEE 802.15.4 (ZigBee), in

2D and 3D terrains on the basis of QoS parameters like

network lifetime, throughput, delay, and packets dropped.

The work concentrated on the fact that a more practical

way to analyze monitoring applications of WSNs includes

designing a 3D network scenario. Gupta et al. [11] pro-

posed a distributed protocol to schedule redundant sensors

to sleep to minimize energy consumption. The scheduling

reduces the number of active sensor nodes in a 3D hetero-

geneous network to prolong network lifetime.

Guo et al. [12] proposed a necessary condition for op-

timal deployment of sensors. This condition implies the

coincidence of sensor node location and centroid of node’s

optimal sensing region. For the sensors with limited sens-

ing range, dynamic deployment is used to improve sensing

performance. Yuan et al. [13] developed an equilibrium

model in order to find an optimum distribution strategy

to improve the performance of predistribution protocols in

terms of various parameters like cost, resilience, connec-

tivity and lifetime. Heterogeneity is considered as an es-

sential attribute of WSNs. The node deployment model

uses supernetworks theory.

3. Simulation Topology

The main objective of the simulation is to compare the

performance of 3D homogeneous and heterogeneous WSN

using ML-MAC approach. The scenarios are simulated by

varying the number of layers and keeping other network

parameters as constant. ML-MAC approach for 3D sensor

networks is implemented using QualNet 6.1.

The network topology in all the simulations uses wireless

sensor nodes including one PAN coordinator (FFD) and

N−1 end devices (RFDs) for homogeneous WSN while one

PAN coordinator (FFD), N−N f end devices (RFDs) and N f

data forwarding nodes (FFDs) for heterogeneous WSN. The

sensor nodes are deployed randomly over a 100×10×50 m

area for both networks. The 3D network is constructed in

QualNet by taking the Z-plane into account. Because of

random deployment, the distance between the source and

sink nodes may vary. The sink node is a PAN coordinator

(FFD) placed at the center of the network.

The network uses multilayering technique, which divides

the network into L layers. During assigned simulation time,

all the layers remain equally in active mode and the respec-

tive sensing nodes send sensed data during this time. The

network supports two types of devices, a full function de-

vice (FFD) and a reduced function device (RFD). An FFD

is provided with full protocol stack and can communicate

with RFD and other FFDs. It can operate as a PAN co-

ordinator, a coordinator or a device. On the other hand,

an RFD is provided with limited protocol stack and can

communicate with similar devices only (RFDs). RFD op-

erates as a primary device, which senses data at primary

level. Each network has one PAN coordinator (FFD) placed

at centre, rest are devices (RFDs), which communicate ei-

ther with PAN coordinator or with other FFDs (in case of

heterogeneous network).

The traffic generation pattern is defined in the network

by TRAF-GEN application, which is used for data packet

generation. It helps each node generate a fixed number
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of messages according to specified inter-arrival rate. To

route data from source to sink node in network, an ad hoc

on demand distance vector (AODV) routing protocol [14]

is used.

Figure 1 shows scenario in QualNet for 3D homogeneous

and heterogeneous WSNs. The scenario setup for both the

kinds of networks is same. The difference is the type of

nodes that are used in the two networks.

3.1. Simulation Model in QualNet

Figure 2 shows the development environment platform in

QualNet simulator, which allows developing custom codes,

simulating their models and statistically analyzing perfor-

mance metrics. In QualNet, WSN has been developed

based on IEEE 802.15.4 standard and is modified to work as

ML-MAC. The sensors are deployed on simulation terrain

by using either drag& drop or specified placement model.

They sense an activity based on range of sensor and loca-

tion of activity.

Fig. 2. Simulation model in QualNet 6.1 simulator.

While performing simulations, a WSN is considered with

node density σ , which is deployed randomly on a 3D ter-

rain. The network is centered at a PAN coordinator.

Figure 3 shows flowchart of the steps that are considered

during network setup and simulation. The evaluation of

network parameters depends upon the distance Di between

source and destination. Any event happening nearby a sen-

sor node is detectable only if it is within the sensing range

D0 of the sensor.

Consider {n1, n2, . . . , nN} ∈ N number of nodes in the net-

work including the PAN coordinator, which are deployed

randomly in a 3D environment. The network uses ML-

MAC protocol, which divides the network into L non-

overlapping layers with each layer having

Ni =
(N −1

i

)

nodes , (1)

where i = 1, 2, 3, . . . , L and L = 1, 2, 3, . . . , 10.

The node density σ for a 3D network can be expressed as:

σ =
Ni

A
, (2)

where Ni is the number of active nodes in the network for

a particular assigned layer and A is area covered by the

network nodes.

Fig. 3. Flowchart of steps during network simulation.

Equation (2) can also be written as

σ =
Ni

2(XY +YZ + ZX)
, (3)

where X is network coverage on X-plane, Y is network

coverage on Y -plane, Z is network coverage on Z-plane,

and σ = density of 3D sensor network.

3.2. Node Attributes

It is assumed that network has only one PAN coordinator

(sink node), with sufficient knowledge of network topology.
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There are N−1 stationary sensor nodes acting as end de-

vices, as well as data forwarding devices, which sense any

activity happening and forward the information of the ac-

tivity to the PAN coordinator respectively. All these nodes

are battery powered with limited energy. All nodes in the

network are provided with same initial energy and same

transmission range.

4. Parameters of Simulation Evaluation

The performance parameters measured in this research

paper are:

Network lifetime (NL). It is evaluated by residual energy

of the nodes in the network [10]. The total consumed en-

ergy EC is calculated, by the knowledge of total residual

energy ER and total initial energy Et of the network:

EC = Et −ER . (4)

On the basis of consumed energy by the network over

a specified simulation period, network lifetime is calcu-

lated as:

NL =
(Ei ×T )

EC

. (5)

Equation (4) is used to compare energy consumption in

various terrains. To measure the energy consumption in

a sensor network, different energy models are provided in

QualNet.

Packet failure probability (Pf ail). It is defined as failure

of a transmitted packet from a node because of collision or

interferences. The failure may occur if there is an overlap

with a transmission of one node by other node.

Pf ail =
Number of f rames collided

Number of f rames transmitted
.

Table 1

Simulation parameters for WSN

Parameter Value

3D Area 100×100×50 m

Simulation time 3600 s

Number of nodes 100

Number of layers varied from 1 to 9

Transmission range 30 m

Routing protocol AODV

Antenna type Omnidirectional

Message rate 1 packet/s

Message size 38 bytes

Energy model Generic

Transmit circuitry power consumption 24.75 mW

Receive circuitry power consumption 13.5 mW

Idle circuitry power consumption 13.5 mW

Sleep circuitry power consumption 0.05 mW

Number of messages received (M). It is defined as num-

ber of data messages that are successfully received without

collision on the destination or sink node.

Throughput (Th). It is calculated by counting total number

of data frames received at the receiver node in one round

of simulation time.

Th =
Total number of data frames received at receiver

Total simulation time
.

Table 1 shows list of parameters considered for the simu-

lations for both homogeneous and heterogeneous WSNs in

order to have proper comparison.

5. Performance Analysis of Outcomes

The simulations have been run for both homogeneous and

heterogeneous 3D sensor networks using ML-MAC proto-

col keeping all the simulation parameters same (Table 1).

Each set of simulations include a fixed node density and

variable layers in a network.

Fig. 4. Comparison of network lifetime for homogeneous and

Heterogeneous WSNs.

Figure 4 compares the network average lifetime for homo-

geneous and heterogeneous WSNs. The graph indicates

the life span of a network against the change in number

of layers. Both the networks follows a similar trend with

change in layers but since heterogeneous network has va-

riety of nodes, the lifetime of heterogeneous network is

less compared to homogeneous network, which follows star

topology.

Fig. 5. Comparison of packets dropped for both networks.

Figure 5 compares number of packet dropped during chan-

nel access for data transmission. The graph indicates that
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for lower values of number of layers in network, packet

drop rate is large in heterogeneous networks. However with

increase in number of layers, the packet drop rate almost

same for both the networks.

Figure 6 shows comparison of end-to-end delay for the both

networks type. As the number of layers is increased, lesser

nodes contend for the medium access for data transmission

and thus the graph shows a significant decrease in delay in

the network.

Fig. 6. Comparison of end-to-end delay for two networks.

Figure 7 shows the total data received by the PAN coordi-

nator with change in number of layers for both networks.

Figure 8 compares the throughput at the PAN coordinator

receiver, which is the rate of message reception. Figures 7

and 8 follows the same pattern for homogeneous and het-

erogeneous WSNs.

Fig. 7. Comparison of messages received for both WSN.

Fig. 8. Comparison of average throughput.

Figures 9 and 10 show the life chart of sensor nodes in

Homogeneous and heterogeneous WSNs. The number of

alive nodes in the network is calculated with the help

of performance analysis metric from QualNet 6.1 called

as Residual Battery Capacity, which provides the details

Fig. 9. Life chart of sensor nodes for homogeneous WSN.

Fig. 10. Life chart of sensor nodes for heterogeneous WSN.

for individual nodes helping in calculating the lifetime of

a sensor node.

6. Summary

The use of ML-MAC protocol improved the lifetime of

network by the use of layers in the network. The results

show that performance of a 3D sensor network follows the

same trend for homogeneous as well as heterogeneous sen-

sor networks. It is further recommended to vary the battery

supply to the different nodes as per their functions in or-

der to further improve the performance of heterogeneous

network.
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Abstract—In this paper a collaborative coexistence mecha-

nism for white space base stations is proposed. We look at

the case where these base stations operate in geographical ar-

eas where the density of used TV channels is such that only

one channel is left for broadband access. We show how with

cooperative closed loop control and a clustering strategy, it

is possible to find feasible power assignments that provide

a flexible and stable coverage solution. The framework under

which we study our proposal is based on the IEEE 802.22 stan-

dard, which provides white space guidelines for applications

in broadband access or machine-to-machine communications.

We propose and evaluate a self-organized, collaborative power

control and design strategy to enable effective coexistence of

base stations under extreme bandwidth constraints. Finally,

we also portray how proposed approach positively compares

against others from different wireless access technologies.

Keywords—interference mitigation, self-coexistence, self-orga-

nized, white spaces, wireless.

1. Introduction

The operation of cognitive white spaces networks that em-

ploy unoccupied television bands is already allowed in the

USA and the UK. Other countries are considering opening

up this part of the spectrum as well. In the USA, the Fed-

eral Communications Commission (FCC) established the

requirements for the use of unlicensed spectrum by tele-

vision band devices (TVBDs) [1]. TVBDs are secondary

users of spectrum where TV stations or wireless micro-

phones might already be present. To cope with possible

interference with incumbent users, the FCC originally man-

dated two main control methods one based on a geograph-

ical incumbent spectrum database and a second one, now

optional, based on spectrum sensing of incumbent users.

On the standardization side, the IEEE has dealt with white

spaces technology in two significantly different approaches,

the 802.11af and 802.22 standards. The 802.11af stan-

dard, approved in 2014, is an Orthogonal Frequency Divi-

sion Multiplexing (OFDM) based approach geared towards

short links with lengths in the order of units of kilome-

ters. A noteworthy advantage of the 802.11af standard is

that it is able to take advantage of the solidly established

802.11 manufacturing and certification capabilities. This

is expected to enhance its leverage over other competing

standards. On the other hand, the 802.22 standard, ap-

proved in 2011, focuses on providing services over much

larger areas referred to as Wireless Regional Area Networks

(WRAN), which can span tens of kilometers [2]. Other in-

dustry forums have also worked on separate standardization

efforts [3]. In this article, we focus our study on the capa-

bilities provided by the IEEE 802.22 standard.

In white space networks, TVBDs are designed to dynami-

cally search idle spectrum and provide infrastructure-based

coverage using VHF or UHF bands. These bands possess

very appealing propagation characteristics as, under equal

conditions, signals can travel further in comparison to cel-

lular bands that typically employ higher frequencies. In

802.22 networks, cells could be as large as or larger than

those of a legacy cellular network. The usable spectrum in

these bands may vary widely depending on the location of

incumbent users [4]. Both TV stations and wireless micro-

phones, which are primary incumbent users, are likely to

be found near urban or densely populated suburban areas

affecting the available bandwidth for TVBDs.

In this work, we are interested in looking at the case where

TVBDs provide coverage to a particular area when just

one channel is available. In particular, we consider USA

TV channels that use 6 MHz of bandwidth. In a previ-

ous research effort, we referred to this scenario as a dense

case. In such scenario, the TVBDs are expected to oper-

ate in an area with a high density of already occupied TV

channels [5]. In this article, we place emphasis on three

significant aspects of white space networks. First, we study

if it is possible to effectively deploy these networks under

extreme bandwidth and interference constraints in a self-

organized but low complexity manner. Second, we look

at the overall capacity that the network offers under scarce

bandwidth conditions. Finally, we discuss how this pro-

posal compares against schemes proposed for other access

technologies like Long Term Evolution (LTE).

The work we discuss next differs from our previous ef-

forts as here we base our solution on a clustering scheme

to autonomously group base stations serving a given ge-

ographical area. We found that clustering enhances sys-

tem behavior and performance as it allows better reuse of

spectrum and results in larger amounts of bandwidth avail-

able for the TVBDs. We also propose a new autonomous

self-characterization method for interference mitigation and
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a novel mechanism to cover users in remote areas with an

autonomously selected macro base station (BS). Finally, we

provide an analysis that illustrates stability and convergence

of our proposal. These additions to presented analysis con-

trast with our previous work in the area where we dynam-

ically tuned metrics to control interference without taking

into consideration any clustering, coverage of remote users

or stability conditions [5], [6].

In the remainder of this article, we will first discuss the

motivations behind our work and then review related re-

search in the area. Thereafter, we will visit the generalities

behind the IEEE 802.22 standard and place particular atten-

tion on its self-coexistence mechanism. We then proceed to

describe proposed approach, a formal stability and conver-

gence analysis, and an optimum solution. We close with

a performance evaluation of our results and a discussion

contrasting our findings with other possible alternatives.

2. Motivation

In the U.S. the FCC mandated the creation of a national

database that can be used by TVBDs to determine band-

width availability based on their geographical location.

Since we are interested in looking at the dense case, we

needed more detailed information than what is presented

in previous studies [4]. Therefore, we used one of the cur-

rently approved databases for incumbent users to evaluate

the bandwidth availability in the downtown areas of the

biggest U.S. cities [7]. We found out that close to these

areas there are regularly few or no free TV channels avail-

able. This suggests that white space networks are going to

be more attractive to operators in suburban or rural areas

where fewer incumbent users may be present. In analysis,

we looked at the bandwidth availability in regions located

16 km from the downtown areas of large cities. The results

are presented in Table 1.

Our findings show that it is common to have a limited

number of unoccupied channels in suburban areas where

millions of people reside. Moreover, these channels might

in some cases become unavailable due to wireless micro-

phone usage augmenting the problem of bandwidth scarcity.

Therefore, in these critical cases, it is vital to count with

effective bandwidth sharing and interference mitigation

Table 1

Number of unoccupied TV channels for the five largest

cities in the U.S. at a 16 km (10 mile) radius

from the corresponding downtown area

City Unoccupied channels

New York 1

Los Angeles 1

Chicago 1

Houston 8

Philadelphia 2

mechanisms that enable operation under spectrum avail-

ability constraints.

3. Related Work

Numerous optimization techniques have been proposed to

mitigate interference in infrastructure networks. Usually

the objective of these optimization approaches is to guaran-

tee coverage or increase throughput [8]. These techniques

commonly employ applications of water filling algorithms

to find feasible solutions. While these approaches are obvi-

ously powerful, they lack practicality for distributed solu-

tions as base stations have limited computational resources.

It is feasible to find closed solutions for managing interfer-

ence among wireless stations given the spatial distribution

of the transmitters in an area. For instance, using Perron’s

theorem, which characterizes eigenvalues for a set of ma-

trices with non-negative entries, the transmission power for

n mobiles nodes can be computed to meet a signal to noise

ratio (SNR) objective at the base stations. This method

allows finding a feasible solution with positive transmis-

sion powers for all nodes in an area given just the path

losses between them. However, this mechanism may not

find a feasible solution when there is excessive noise in the

system [9]. In the past we have compared the results from

this approach with one that employs a self-organizing pro-

cedure where power control is used to limit coverage and

thus mitigate interference [5], [6].

With the introduction of femto and small cell technology,

3GPP has also looked at interference mitigation in hetero-

geneous environments. Two main techniques have been

considered for the standards body [10], [11]. The first one,

employed for user data, is known as inter-cell interference

coordination (ICIC) and makes use of the flexibility of or-

thogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA) to

assign different subchannels to serve users located at edge

cells employing fractional frequency reuse (FFR). The sec-

ond approach, used for control signals, is known as en-

hanced ICIC (eICIC). This latter approach includes solu-

tions in the power and the time domain. In the power

domain, interference is mitigated with power control. In

the time domain, it is mitigated by hindering nodes from

transmitting at the same time.

Previous work has also shown how using artificial intelli-

gence frameworks based on reinforcement learning theory

it is possible to perform interference mitigation. For ex-

ample, Q-learning is one of the approaches that can be

parameterized to rely only on local information to carry

out interference management without the need for network

nodes to exchange information between them [12]. In such

an approach per node policies can be employed to map

a measured interference map to a reward with the goal of

iteratively increasing the reward as interference decreases.

To achieve the goal, nodes first select a subcarrier allocation

and then employ a separate convex optimization method to

calculate the power allocation. Although the approach has

been shown to be effective, we believe that dynamically
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solving the optimization problem at a base station that typ-

ically has limited computational resources is a non-trivial

challenge. Other separate efforts have also employed Q-

learning based solutions as well. In these studies, the so-

lutions rely on finding subchannel allocations for the fem-

tocells in a way that interference is mitigated by frequency

diversity. These approaches are basically formal implemen-

tations of LTE’s ICIC [13], [14].

It is also possible to enhance interference mitigation in

white space networks by going beyond the information

available about spectrum availability in a regulator’s ap-

proved databases. For instance, recent research efforts em-

ploy a white space prediction algorithm to compute the

minimum distance that must exist between white space op-

erators and incumbent users [15]. The algorithm works by

iteratively reducing the transmission power of white space

devices until pre-defined interference mitigation goals at the

contour of the incumbent TV operator are reached. Such an

approach could result in significant increases of bandwidth

availability, especially in geographical zones previously ex-

cluded via regulation [15].

For the 802.22 standard, interference mitigation efforts have

focused on enhancing spectrum-sensing mechanisms to al-

low the operation of white space devices in locations where

incumbents operators are present. Sensing can be carried

out by spectrum managers in either centralized or dis-

tributed approaches. The trade-off between these two be-

ing accuracy and required overhead. Centralized solutions,

where a single spectrum manager carries out spectrum sens-

ing for a region, will result in lower accuracy. On the other

hand, distributed solutions, where users carry out the sens-

ing, will require a higher management overhead. It is also

feasible to construct a mixed solution where a spectrum

manager cooperates with geographically distributed users

to determine spectrum availability. In such a case, it is

possible to simplify sensing by using location and prop-

agation estimations to select a subset of all the users to

potentially minimize the use of correlated fading data and

thus reduce management overhead [16].

In regards to coexistence of multiple white space opera-

tors in a given geographical area, it is possible to employ

the procedures defined in the IEEE 802.19.1 standard [17].

This standard enables a system where white space operators

register with a coexistence discovery and information ser-

vice (CDIS). The system automatically directs operators to

employ different available TV channels whenever possible,

thus avoiding throughput degradation due to co-channel in-

terference [18].

A different approach to coexistence is to use an on-demand

spectrum contention (ODSC) approach, where a white

space operator transmitting on a given channel cooperates

with other operators by sharing its spectrum based on band-

width requests received from other parties. In ODSC any

contention for bandwidth is resolved with a mechanism

based on a random procedure, referred to as a contention

priority number (CPN) which is implemented inside the

bandwidth requests [19]. However, ODSC has been found

to be open to misuse by operators that can unfairly assign

high priority to their bandwidth requests. Changes in the

CPN assignment procedure have been shown to result in

increased robustness against misuse [20].

Presented proposal needs to diverge from the existing cel-

lular network related approaches as white space networks

are fundamentally different from LTE based heterogeneous

networks for three main reasons. First, white space net-

works operate in unlicensed spectrum. The ultimate goal

behind unlicensed operation is promoting high rate of adop-

tion and device affordability through competition to cover

large areas. This means that the feature set to be imple-

mented should be fundamentally simple. Second, white

space networks operate using lower frequencies than those

traditionally employed in cellular networks. This enables

the deployment of very large cells without precluding the

use of small cells. Third, TVBDs are likely going to operate

under different operators (commercial, non-profit, private,

etc.) with essentially different goals, policies and manage-

ment capabilities. Therefore, we consider unrealistic, at

least at first, to expect all devices to have similar advanced

capabilities. Even if devices have similar functionalities,

management policies might easily hinder operation of elab-

orate interference management techniques such as the use

of sectorization along with FFR and autonomous frequency

planning.

Additionally, our proposal provides an approach that, in

contrast to related work, exploits the self-coexistence mech-

anisms already present in the 802.22 standard. Previous

work has focused on enhancing the standard by incorporat-

ing complex signaling procedures. While this work does

include the need for backhaul signaling, as we argue later,

this is not critical.

4. Preliminaries on IEEE 802.22

In an 802.22 network, base stations (BSs) provide wireless

coverage using unoccupied TV bands with cells that have

a radius up to several tens of kilometers [21]. Subscribers

can access the network via customer premises equipment

(CPE). CPEs are expected to have outdoor directional an-

tennas similar to those used for legacy broadcast TV re-

ception. However, in contrast to other popular wireless

technologies, no mobility is supported.

The air interface employed is OFDMA based for both the

downstream (DS) and upstream (US) directions. In the

dense case for white spaces, where there is only one channel

available, a feature in 802.22 that is vital to maintain oper-

ation is referred to as self-coexistence. In self-coexistence

mode, base stations with overlapping coverage using the

same channel share the spectrum on a per frame basis.

In this mode, each base station is autonomously allocated

a subset of frames from a 16 frame superframe structure as

shown in Fig. 1. Then each BS and the CPEs in a WRAN

cell transmit only during their active frame(s) allocated in

the superframe.
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Fig. 1. Superframe structure in 802.22.

The self-coexistence operation in 802.22 relies on chan-

nel monitoring and on the coexistence beacon protocol

(CBP). CBP uses beacon packets regularly transmitted by

the BS over the air or through a backhaul link to allow,

among other things, the dissemination of information of

frame reservation patterns and frame structure in neighbor-

ing cells. In particular, a BS goes into self-coexistence

operation when it cannot acquire an empty channel after

initialization. In such a situation, the BS is forced to se-

lect a channel occupied by one or more other WRAN cells.

In self-coexistence mode, all base stations involved use an

on-demand frame contention mechanism to share a chan-

nel with common DS/US split. This is necessary to enable

possible sharing of the superframe structure.

5. Self Organizing Strategies for

Interference Mitigation

The goal of presented solution is to mitigate interference

between BSs sharing a single channel. We propose using

a three-step approach. In the first step BSs autonomously

group each other into clusters. This allows us to employ

similar interference mitigation schemes in BSs that coexist

spatially close to each other. In a second step, the BSs

cooperative control their transmission power towards in-

dividual interference mitigation goals. Lastly, the system

selects a macro BS to provide coverage to those CPEs that

have been left out of service as a result of the interference

mitigation process.

5.1. Autonomous Clustering

In our work we take into consideration the fact that reduc-

ing the power of BSs that are geographically closed to each

other, with the goal of creating non-overlapping cells, may

result in having BSs with very small footprints. This could

potentially leave a considerable fraction of CPEs unserved.

Therefore, we propose using a self-organizing strategy as

a first step to achieve interference mitigation. In this strat-

egy, BSs run a clustering algorithm based on their spatial

distribution and self-group themselves. The goal of em-

ploying clustering is to assign similar goals to each BS in

a cluster.

In our proposal, to find the clusters we employ the k-means

algorithm and run it at each base station [22]. The goal of

the algorithm is to minimize the objective function J shown

in Eq. (1). Calculating J requires C, the number of clusters

to find, and xi, a vector of Cartesian coordinates of BSi:

J =
C

∑
l=1

n

∑
i=1

∥

∥

∥

xi
(l)

− cl

∥

∥

∥

2

. (1)

The term cl represents the centroid coordinates recomputed

at each iteration. In our solution, we followed the com-

mon approach of initially selecting a random assignment

of centroids within the service area. However, since all

BSs need to arrive to the same clustering solution, we em-

ploy the same initial random assignment at each BS. In

an actual implementation, a pre-selected BS would be cho-

sen to compute the initial centroid assignments and then

distribute this information to the other BSs.

With this procedure when the number of clusters, C, is

known each BS can independently compute the same clus-

tering set with knowledge of the positions of all other BSs.

This can be done without the need to exchange any addi-

tional information.

We compute the number of clusters by using the gap statis-

tic approach [23]. This method is based on a variable,

Wl that quantifies the compactness of a cluster as illustrated

in Eq. (2):

Wl =
C

∑
l=1

1

2nl

Dl , (2)

where nl is the number of BSs in cluster l and Dl the

sum of the corresponding intra-cluster distances among the

BSs in the cluster. The gap statistic defines the number of

clusters as that where log(Wl) is a gap that is the farthest

below a null reference distribution of BSs. This reference

distribution is one for which there is no obvious clustering

and in our case, is generated by uniformly sampling the

original set of BSs.

The downside of automating cluster size selection is an in-

crease in complexity. The gap statistic demands centralized

iterative computations, as it is still necessary to generate

a set of reference distributions for each possible number of

clusters and then select the one that correspond to the gap

as discussed above. In our case, the possible number of

clusters is bounded by the number of BS in the system.

5.2. Cooperative Control

In a second step we employ cooperative power control to

mitigate interference following a scheme we have previ-

ously proposed [6]. For clarity, we include the details of

the closed loop controller here as well.

Consider a wireless network of n IEEE 802.22 base stations

connected to a backhaul network. Following the standard

specifications, base stations are fixed and can have a max-

imum transmission power Wi (i = 1,2, . . . ,n). In practice,

the value of Wi is obtained from a publicly available geo-

location database [7]. Similarly, CPEs are fixed as specified

in the standard. We only consider the “dense case” where

one 6 MHz channel is available in the study area. This

bandwidth corresponds to that assigned to broadcast TV

stations in the US.
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In this paper we look at the downlink case. We con-

sider that each BSi has a transmission power denoted by

Pi (i = 1,2, . . . ,n) which is dynamically computed using the

controller illustrated in Fig. 2. In each controller, the coor-

dination variable is γi(m) and is defined as the average of

the SNIR values reported by a subset of the CPEs to BSi

in iteration m (m = 0,1,2, . . .). Thus for a BSi receiving

R j ( j = 1 . . . s) SNIR reports from a subset of CPEs this

average can be expressed as:

γi(m) =
1

s

j=s

∑
j=1

R j . (3)

The subset of s CPEs considered at BSi is formed by those

CPEs that initially reported that at their location BSi had

the highest SNIR among all the BSs they detected. As

discussed in the stability analysis section once this subset

is assigned we do not change it thereafter.

Fig. 2. Controller structure at each TVBD base station i.

The controller we propose has a structure similar to that of

a proportional integrative (PI) one (Fig. 2). It controls the

output power of BSi at time t = m+ 1 using following the

control law:

Pi(m+ 1) = Pi(m)− k×
(

γi(m)− γ
′
i

)

, (4)

where Pi(m) and Pi(m+ 1) are the transmission powers of

BSi at iteration m and m+1 respectively, and k is the con-

troller gain. The goal is to make (γi(m) → γ
′
i ) where γ

′
i is

set following the procedure described in the next section.

The goal is achieved by iteratively adjusting power at the

BSs following the control law. We assume all BSs coop-

erate synchronously and that through regular channel qual-

ity reports have access to the corresponding CPEs SNIR.

A goal is considered achieved once |γi(m)− γ
′
i | ≤ ε , where

(ε → 0).

5.3. Controller Self-characterization

After the clusters have been created the value of γ
′
i , used

in the goals of each base station, needs to be determined.

In this work, we study and compare, two heuristic based

approaches that assign a value to this variable. We refer

to these approaches as cluster size based and cluster and

centroid based.

5.3.1. Cluster Size Based Approach

In this first case we mainly base the value of γ
′
i on the size

the cluster BSi is in. We employ a linear relationship of

the following form.

γ
′
i = σri + φ1 , (5)

where φ1 represents the minimum SNIR required by a CPE

to detect a signal. Notice that the selected function for γ
′
i

ensures that it never falls below φ1.

For the slope, σ , of the linear relationship we employ the

following expression:

σ =
φ2 −φ1

Cmax −Cmin

, (6)

where φ2 which is the minimum SNIR a CPE requires

to operate using 16 QAM1/2 as the modulation and cod-

ing scheme (MCS). This is a MCS a CPE implements as

a mid-tier capability and thus we selected it as a typically

desired operating region. Cmax and Cmin are the maximum

and minimum cluster sizes in the system respectively. This

information is already available to all BSs after running the

k-means algorithm.

In sparse spatial distributions of BSs the cluster creation

process may result in having a number of clusters equal to

the number of BSs and thus Cmax = Cmin. If that is the case

we set σ = φ2−φ1. However, these cases where there is no

clustering are of limited interested in proposed approach.

Finally, we set ri as follows:

ri = Zi , (7)

where Zi the cluster size BSi is in. Since the slope, σ , of

the linear function defining γ
′
i is always greater than zero,

BSs in larger clusters are given higher goals. This in turn

mitigates the coverage problem that results from excessive

power reductions in geographically close BSs present in

previous studies [5].

5.3.2. Cluster and Centroid Based Approach

In this second approach, we compute γ
′
i with the same ex-

pression given in Eq. (5) but set the value of σ as:

σ =
φ2 −φ1

Cmax − (Cmin ×〈dmin〉)
, (8)

where dmin is the minimum of all the distances from a BS

to the centroid of the system. The notation 〈d〉 represents

the normalizing operation of a distance d from a BS to

the centroid of the system to the maximum of all these

distances.

In this second approach we set ri as:

ri = Zi ×〈di〉 , (9)

where di is the distance of BSi to the centroid of the system

of BSs. With this approach, we achieve giving BSs in larger

clusters and further away from the centroid higher goals.

The reason being that BSs located further away from the

centroid are less likely to cause interference when assigned

higher goals.
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5.4. Autonomous Selection of a Macro BS

As the BSs cooperate to adjust their transmission power

towards achieving the goal they may eventually leave some

CPEs in border areas without coverage. At that point, rather

than just stopping the control loops we execute a third step

guaranteeing coverage at border areas [5]. For this addi-

tional step, we take into consideration that any BS pos-

sesses the location information of all the BSs in the system

making it possible to distributively compute the centroid

of the system and thus identify the BS closest to the cen-

troid. Thereafter the system can autonomously select the

BS closest to the centroid as a macro BS allowing it to pro-

vide coverage to CPEs located far away from BS clusters

by transmitting at a higher or maximum power. In the work

presented here, we always make the decision to activate one

BS as a macro coverage one.

In our particular study, we always let all BSs go through

the power control loop and achieve their goals as then we

can quantify what fraction of CPEs will lie in an uncovered

area. In any case our approach improves coverage at the

expense of having all non-macro BS in the area having to

share superframe bandwidth with the macro BS. While the

percentage of frames from the superframe assigned to the

macro BS could be based on traffic demands, without loss

of generality, in this paper we employ a static approach

when assigning superframe capacity to the macro BS.

6. System Analysis

6.1. Framework

We analyze our autonomous approaches via simulation us-

ing two BS placement configurations sets for providing cov-

erage to a given geographical area. In configuration “a” we

randomly place BSs at a distance where the path loss be-

tween them is 100 dB. In configuration “b” we place them

in locations where the average path loss is 88 dB.

The heuristically chosen path loss values allow us to study

the effects of clustering on interference mitigation. In con-

figuration “a”, BSs are placed in locations where they op-

erate 10 dB away from a typical value of a commercial

receiver sensitivity (–110 dBm) but can still detect each

other. In configuration “b”, all BSs operate well within the

detection range of all other BSs.

For propagation losses, we use the Egli model. This legacy

model was designed from experimental measurements in

the UHF and VHF bands taken in the East Coast of the

USA [24]. The model only takes into account experimental

terrain irregularities. We selected this model as it enables,

without loss of generality, the simple closed solution sta-

bility analysis presented in the next section. Using the Egli

model we can express, Pi j which is the median received

power in watts at CPE j from BSi as:

Pi j = GtxGrx ×

(

htxhrx

di j
2

)2

×

(

40

f

)2

×Pi , (10)

where Gtx and Grx are the antenna gains of the transmit-

ter (BS) and receiver (CPE) respectively, htx and hrx are

their corresponding antenna heights in meters, di j is the

distance between BSi and CPE j, f represents the carrier

frequency expressed in MHz, and Pi is the transmission

power of BSi expressed in watts. The numerical value 40,

which has as units the reciprocal of those of f is employed

when median received powers are desired as output. The

experimental curves developed by Egli also allow comput-

ing path losses other than those corresponding to the me-

dian one; this is done by adjusting the result with a fre-

quency dependent variable [25]. In Table 2 we expand the

corresponding model parameters and levels we employ in

this analysis.

Table 2

Simulation study parameters

Parameter Level

Study area 10 × 10 km

Max BS transmission power 30 dBm

TV channel bandwidth 6 MHz

BS antenna height (htx), gain 15 m, 12 dBi

CPE antenna height (hrx), gain 10 m, 9 dBi

CPE and BS sensitivity –110 dBm

Noise figure 5 dB

Number of runs per experiment 20

ε 0.001

Number of BSs (n) {5}

Number of CPEs (q) {20, 40, 60, . . . , 120}

φ1, φ2 6 dB, 10 dB

CPE density around 1.6 km
10%, 20%, . . . , 90%

of the BS

6.2. Stability Analysis and Convergence

For the case discussed in this paper and taking into account

the control law from Subsection 5.2, the system can be

represented as an instantaneous gain given by the power

propagation model from Eq. (10), in cascade with the SNIR

Fig. 3. Open loop system.

calculation. The diagram is presented in Fig. 3 and the

resulting transfer function as:

γ̃i =
GtxGrx

Pnoise + ∑

i6= j

Pi j

×

(

htxhrx

di j
2

)2

×

(

40

f

)2

×Pi . (11)
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Fig. 4. Closed-loop self-organized interference mitigation sys-

tem.

For simplicity, we collect all of the contributions from CPEs

associated to a BS which have the form from Eq. (11) in

a single gain Mi(z) defined as:

Mi(z) =
GtxGrx

Pnoise + ∑

i6= j

Pi j

×

(

htxhrx

di j
2

)2

×

(

40

f

)2

. (12)

It is important to notice that Mi(z) will change its value at

each iteration given that the power terms Pi j will be updated

simultaneously. In the system, CPEs that report their SNIR

to a BS are selected at initialization and not reassigned

thereafter. Under these assumptions, and considering that

due to clustering each CPE reports SNIR values similar to

each other, the control loop can be modeled as shown in

Eq. (13). A schematic diagram of the complete system is

shown in Fig. 4.

γi = k×
Mi (z)

(1− z−1)+ kMi(z)
× γ

′
i . (13)

Therefore, the control loop will be asymptotically stable

as long as the closed-loop poles of the system lie within

the unit circle. An important condition, for further anal-

ysis, which is not examined here, is how the computation

of γi can affect the stability of the loop. The use of the

average SNIR, γi, as the feedback signal could lead to er-

ratic behavior and even instability, especially if the variance

in the measurements is very high. To avoid this condition,

we bound the maximum and minimum transmission powers

and once these are reached at a BS we stop the correspond-

ing power control loop. The assumption of considering that

the reported SNIR’s from the nearby CPEs are similar to

each other is important since if this is not met the modeled

system would not be linear. Given the conditions in signal

size discussed (small signal analysis), there is only local

stability.

6.3. Signaling Impact

Regarding signaling overhead presented approach requires

each BS at initialization to exchange location messages

with all other BSs. This operation in a mesh connected

topology will require up to n/2×(n−1) messages over the

air or the backhaul. As the number of BSs to cover a wide

area region is expected to be low due to the propagation

characteristics, we do not foresee this as a limitation.

The overhead required during the self-organized power con-

trol execution is part of channel quality signaling, informa-

tion that is already regularly available over the air inter-

face. However, how fast an autonomous solution is found

depends on the rate at which this signaling is exchanged. In

previous related work, it was discussed how the number of

iterations required for a typical loop to find a solution was

on average 32 [5]. In each iteration, all CPEs associated

to a BS need to send feedback information. However, as

the standard does not support mobility once a solution is

found there is no need to constantly reevaluate the condi-

tions unless changes occur in the number of devices in the

network.

6.4. Optimal Solution

To compare presented solution to an optimal baseline we

developed a mixed integer linear program. This is nec-

essary as the cooperative control strategy finds a power

allocation that is non-optimal in terms of coverage. The

goal of the program is to minimize the number of BSs that

a CPE potentially receives service from and thus minimizes

the number of overlapping coverage areas. For clarity, we

also include here our previously proposed linear program

for the optimal solution [5].

For a system with n BSs and q CPEs, consider the variable

yi j as:

yi j =

{

1, if BSi covers CPE j

0, otherwise .

Minimize
n

∑
i=1

q

∑
j=1

yi j . (14)

Subject to:

αi j ×Pi ≥δ yi j, for i=1,2, . . . , n and j=1,2, . . . , q, (15)

n

∑
i=1

yi j ≥ 1, for j = 1,2, . . . ,q , (16)

Pi ≤Wi, for i = 1,2, . . . ,n . (17)

The objective function minimizes the number of CPEs

covered by multiple BSs. Inequality (15) ensures that any

CPE j that is covered by BSi has a received power from

BSi greater than or equal to its sensitivity δ . The channel

loss between CPE j and BSi is represented by αi j. Pi is

the transmission power of BSi. Inequality (16) ensures

that any CPE j must be covered by at least one BS. The

constraint (17) limits the maximum power any BS can

select.

As the proposed linear program is a variation of the set-

covering problem it is not scalable with the number of CPEs
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and BSs [26]. Nevertheless, as illustrated in the results,

it provides a valuable comparison basis for configurations

with a small number of CPEs.

6.5. Results

We study the performance of the system by looking at the

mean fraction of a superframe available to any BS. Higher

fractions represent better bandwidth availability on a per

BS basis. We analyze these fractions as function of how

close the CPEs are around a BS. We first present the results

as a function of the concentration of total CPEs located

1.6 km (1 mile) from any BS. Lower concentration of users

represents less populated areas.

Figure 5 portrays the average fraction of a superframe that

is available to any BS, averaged over all total number of

CPEs from Table 2. The minimum power curve represents

a non-desirable solution where all BS have lowered their

power so they don’t interfere with each other. This line rep-

resents a condition where there is very poor coverage. The

curve labeled self-coex. 802.22 indicates the performance

when the process detailed in the IEEE 802.22 standard is

followed to assign every BS the same number of frames

in a superframe. This basically avoids interference without

controlling power but by controlling access to the channel

over time. The line labeled MILP represents the optimal

solutions found for the mixed integer linear program; notice

that due to the nature of the problem only configurations

tested with up to 25 CPEs had feasible solutions found af-

ter solving the mixed integer linear program with common

algorithms.

Fig. 5. Mean fraction of superframe (SF) capacity available to

a BS vs. different concentration of CPEs close to the BS (averaged

over all values of q, 95% confidence intervals).

The results from our approaches in Fig. 5 are presented for

the two configurations (“a” and “b”) detailed in Subsec-

tion 6.1. In Fig. 5, no BS has been selected as a macro

BS yet. To generate these curves after the cooperative con-

trol solution is found we compute the average number of

frames in a superframe a BS has access to. A BS that does

not interfere with any other BS can be assigned a whole

superframe. BS interfering each other are assigned equal

capacity in a superframe. Notice that for all user concen-

trations around the BS the average fraction of a superframe

that is available has a minimum value of 0.32 compared

to 0.2 of the 802.22 solution. As the user concentration

grows the control strategy approaches the optimum and up-

per limit where no BSs interfere with each other. Equally

important, the effect of considering the distance of a BS to

the centroid provides an average improvement of 19% in

configuration “a” where the BS are farther apart from each

other. A similar general trend is observed in the results for

configuration “b” where the BSs are closer to each other.

Naturally this makes controlling the interference more chal-

lenging and this is reflected in the fact that the curves for

this configuration are always below those for the first. Nev-

ertheless, as the user concentration increases the scheme

gets closer to the optimum case of no interference. Addi-

tionally, we found that an average of only 28 iterations was

needed to find a solution, similar to what we have observed

in the past [5].

When CPEs are left unserved after the cooperative strategy,

the BS closest to centroid can be designated as a macro

BS. The effects of this condition are illustrated in Fig. 6.

For this study, we assigned half of the superframe to the

Fig. 6. Mean fraction of superframe capacity available to a BS

when BS closest to centroid is assigned as a macro BS vs. different

concentration of CPEs close to the BS (averaged over all values

of q, 95% confidence intervals).

Fig. 7. Mean fraction of CPEs needing service from a macro BS

for different concentration of CPEs close to the BS (averaged over

all configurations and values of q, 95% confidence intervals).
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Fig. 8. Mean fraction of CPEs served using different strategies for a varying number of total CPEs. Subfigures show different

concentrations, 10, 50 and 90%, of CPEs within 1.6 km of the BS; no selection of macro BS present (averaged over all configurations,

95% confidence intervals).

newly designated macro BS and distributed the rest of the

capacity equally among the other BSs. Notice that this

effectively results in solving the same problem with one

less base station. In this case, the actual magnitude of the

benefits depends on the fraction of bandwidth assigned to

the macro BS, a decision that falls outside the scope of

this paper. Designating a BS as a macro BS and giving it

access to some fraction of the superframe also provides the

same flexibility as ICIC in LTE, where some fraction of

a frame is assigned to serve edge users. However, in this

case we do not require modifications to frequency planning

or cell sectorization.

To understand what the impact of selecting a BS and

transforming into a macro BS is, we studied the average

fraction of CPEs that would need to be served by a macro

BS when the system has not yet assigned a macro BS. We

show this average fraction by considering the results of av-

eraging all experiments with a given number q of CPEs in

the system detailed in Table 2 (q = 20,40, . . . , 120). As

shown in Fig. 7 for low concentration of CPEs around

the BSs the fraction gradually grows from 37 to 41% be-

fore reaching an inflection point where it declines. This

behavior occurs because with sparse placement of CPEs

(only 10% or 20% close to the BSs) after the goals are

reached the BSs will tend to employ higher transmission

powers to cover as many CPEs as possible. Eventually

when the subset of CPEs considered for the power adjust-

ment at each base station reaches 30% most CPEs can start

to be covered with lower transmission powers and thus the

fraction of them requiring service from a macro BS contin-

uously decreases. This is quite important as after this in-

flection point, the load the macro BS needs to handle can be

significantly reduced making more bandwidth available to

BSs closer to CPEs throughout the area, increasing overall

throughput.

We also look at how each strategy performs when varying

the total number of CPEs (q) in the coverage area. Figure 8

shows how each of the strategies behave under three dif-

ferent concentration of respective users in an area located

1.6 km around a BS. As the concentration increases from

10 to 90% the average fraction of CPEs served by all BSs

increases as more users get placed progressively closer to

the transmitters. For each of the strategies the fraction of

CPEs served stays approximately constant indicating that

the response is in general weakly dependent on the number

of CPEs in the system as the control loop does not take

into account the value of q.

7. Closing Comments

Presented proposal weighs in favorably in relation to those

employed in traditional cellular networks like LTE. If there

is a need to assign more resources to users on cell edges

this can be done just by increasing the share of frames in

the supeframe the macro BS has access to. In LTE re-

lated solutions, where FFR is typically used, increases in

the number of users at cell edges would require reconfig-

uration of the number of resources assigned to serve the

edge and possibly power boosting adjustments to grow the

cell, tentatively impacting frequency planning.

With proposed approach, there is no need to go through ad-

ditional frequency planning; the 802.22 signaling requires

no changes and dynamically adapts to our requirements.

Our approach also maintains simplicity and does not place

excessive overhead on the backhaul as after initialization

each BS operates mainly independently.

8. Results in Perspective and

Future Work

We looked at a simple, yet robust, strategy to find down-

link power allocations for base stations in 802.22 networks.

We found that our proposal yields significant benefits

starting at a low concentration of users around BSs, a fea-
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ture that should be attractive to new operators. In addition,

we showed the stability conditions of the system by com-

puting its transfer function and establishing the conditions

which should be met.

The structure of the control systems allows for other factors

to be taken into consideration. For instance, it is possible

to consider the traffic demands from CPEs and find fea-

sible power allocations that may lead not only to improve

coverage but better overall throughput while maintaining

a cooperative scheme with low system overhead impact.
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Abstract—The need to ensure LTE network coverage in

sparsely populated and rural areas of Europe (ITU Region 1)

has led to a massive use of 800 MHz band (band 20) with its

good characteristics of radio wave propagation in LTE net-

works. However, the frequency band of 800 MHz called “dig-

ital dividend” in Region 1 is used on a primary basis not only

by the terrestrial mobile service but also by air-traffic con-

trol radars (ATCR) that can lead to the creation of harmful

interferences at the receivers’ input of ATCR. Such scenar-

ios of mutual interferences became possible after granting li-

censes for LTE-800 frequencies to operators in such countries

as Azerbaijan, Kazakhstan, Russia and other CIS countries, so

this problem should be solved by operators at the deployment

of LTE-800 networks in airports and areas close to them. So

far, for such scenarios the ITU and CEPT have not formulated

criteria for interference protection. The proposed protection

criteria for receivers of ATCR from user devices’ interferences

of LTE-800 networks were tested by experimental studies and

can provide a solution to the electromagnetic compatibility

(EMC) problem in a complex electromagnetic environment of

modern airports and cross-border coordination of 800 MHz

frequency bands in Region 1.

Keywords—EMC, LTE, protection criteria, radio locator.

1. Introduction

Air-traffic control radars perform important tasks to ensure

flight safety in the airdrome area, and their performance

should not be violated by the influence of unintentional

radio interferences from user equipment (UE) of LTE-800

network, which may cover airports and location areas of

air traffic radio means of management and control around

airports.

To solve this problem it is necessary to develop methods for

ensuring the electromagnetic compatibility, which will al-

low parallel operations of air-traffic control radars (ATCR)

and LTE networks in the 800 MHz band on the basis of or-

ganizational and technical measures and to develop criteria

for interference protection.

Earlier studies [1] presented theoretical values of these cri-

teria under consideration of International Telecommunica-

tion Union (ITU) propagation models, but experience has

shown that these values need an experimental verification

to clarify and reduce conservative theoretical estimates.

The presented measurement results of noise levels and pro-

tection criteria are based on experimental estimates ob-

tained on real aerodromes using ATCR equipment and

LTE-800 with typical service conditions.

2. Impact of UE LTE on Air-traffic

Control Radars at 800 MHz

During experimental studies, one of the worst scenarios

was investigated – the impact of a UE LTE-800 on air-

traffic control radars in case of co-channel interference.

These scenarios, based on experimental approaches, allow

to conduct instrumental measurements of interference field

strength (relative to 1 dBµV/m) from LTE-800 transmit-

ters and allow to create simulations of UE LTE-800 sig-

nals at the antenna input of ATCR receivers on different

distances. Channel allocation for LTE-800 and air-traffic

control radars in 800 MHz band are shown in Fig. 1.

One scenario of impact of UE LTE on air-traffic control

radars is shown in Fig. 2. The scenario consists of multiple

interfering links (multiple UE LTE-800) where emissions

of their transmitters could impact on a victim – air-traffic

control radar, which is located next to airport runway.

Tables 1 and 2 provide technical parameters of UE

LTE [2]–[4] in the 800 MHz band and technical charac-

teristics [5] of dispatching radio locator (DRL) in the band

800 MHz respectively.

Air-traffic control radar as a part of radar landing sys-

tem is used for the identification and control of aircraft

flights in the near radius of 50 . . .60 km around the airport

runway.

According to the return signal from the aircrafts, displayed

on the plan position indicator (PPI) of the radar, objective

control of air situation, control of airplane movements in

pre-landing modes with a given accuracy in the action zone

of radar landing system can be realized.
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Fig. 1. Channel allocation of UE LTE-800 and air-traffic control radars .

Fig. 2. Scenario of impact of UE LTE-800 on air-traffic control

radar.

DRL receiver operates in three modes: “Active”, “Passive”

and “Selection of moving targets” in the frequency band

800 MHz. DRL receiver parameters are as shown in Ta-

ble 2 and have the usual features of air traffic control (ATC)

systems for false target/clutter reduction, moving target in-

dication (MTI), short/long range selection and video feed

to plan position indicator scopes. Its tuning range is the

same as the transmitter (Fig. 1).

Table 1

LTE parameters in the 800 MHz band

Parameters Dimension UE

Transmit power dBm/channel 23

Receiver bandwidth MHz 4.5, 9, 13.5, 18

Channel bandwidth MHz 5, 10, 15, 20

Reference system noise
figure (taken from values dB 9
quoted in standards)

Reference receiver sensitivity –97 in 5 MHz
(taken from values quoted dBm/channel –94 in 10 MHz
in standards) –90 in 20 MHz

Interference criterion I (C/(N+I)) dB

Interference criterion II (I/N) dB –6

Channel spacing MHz 5, 10, 20

Maximum antenna gain dBi 0

Antenna height m 1.5

Feeder loss dB 0

Cell radius km 8.633

Table 2

Air-traffic control radar parameters in the 800 MHz band

Parameters Dimension DRL-6(8) DRL-7(10)

Mode of work Passive Passive

Maximum antenna gain dBi 29.5 29.5

Antenna pattern Grad
Vert. pl. = 22 Vert. pl. = 45

Hor. pl. = 2.5 Hor. pl. = 4

Receiver IF 3 dB
MHz 2 2

bandwidth

Polarization circular H/V Horizontal Horizontal

Limit receiver sensitivity dBW –128 –135

Pulse repetition rate Hz 500 550

Pulse duration µs 2.4 2

Antenna revolution speed rev/min 10 10

Allowable strength
of EMF at the antenna
input of ATCR for dBµV/m 17 17
OFDM-interference
(protection level)

3. Experiment Description

The goals of the experimental studies on electromagnetic

compatibility (EMC) are to confirm the theoretical EMC

assessment of air-traffic control radar with user equipment

(modems) LTE-800, as well as to develop proposals for

adjusting the frequency and terrestrial planning (FTP) of

LTE-800 networks that are under consideration. Additional

aim of the studies was to determine the influence impact

distance from user equipment (UE) transmitter of LTE-800

networks on air-traffic control radar.

The experimental study was conducted on one of the air-

fields in real operations which is equipped with air-traffic

control radar DRL types [5].

The radar landing system including the ATCR DRL of the

chosen airport is located on the right side of the axis of

airport runway at a distance of 200 m and 200 m from

the center of the runway. In the airfield region base sta-

tions of LTE-800 networks can be deployed which support

LTE sites in place of ATCR DRL location.

In the study of the impact of interference the most fre-

quently used radar mode was considered, which provides

identification and control of air targets, it is “passive” mode.

Field strength measurement has been conducted for a sta-

tistically significant number of measurements. The impact

of interference from the UE LTE-800 simulator on the PPI

of the ATCR DRL was registered in form of flares, which

hid air targets.
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4. Features of Experimental Studies

Let us consider the features of conducting the experimental

studies. During the experiment, a simulator was used as

UE transmitter LTE-800. The structure and test equipment

composition of the simulator are shown in Fig. 3.

To ensure detection and to capture the signal of the simu-

lator for measuring the receiver was located at a place near

the radar antenna. The effective radiated power (ERP) of

the UE LTE simulator was chosen equal to 20 dBW to cap-

ture the interfering signal on the measuring receiver. Then

the power level of the interfering signal simulator was re-

duced down to levels that do not influence on the DRL

detection performances. The transmitting antenna gain of

the UE LTE simulator was chosen equal to 8 dB, the an-

tenna height above ground level was 2 m, the polarization –

horizontal. The radiation frequency of the UE LTE simu-

lator was 839.5 MHz.

The impact of the interfering signal on the detection per-

formance of the DRL was investigated by using two means:

• a test unit which includes spectrum analyzer FSH6

Rohde & Schwarz (R&S) and measuring antenna

HE300 R&S to measure the strength of the elec-

tromagnetic field (EMF), generated by the UE LTE

simulator,

• the operative DRL PPI for visual detection of inter-

fering signal, which hid air targets.

The measuring point – the technical position of the ATCR

on the place that is described below. The height of the

measuring antenna in the experiments was 6 m that is equal

to the height of the center of the receiving antenna of real

the DRL radar.

The value of allowable strength of EMF generated by

the UE LTE simulator at the technical position of the

ATCR was identified under consideration of the following

factors:

• the maximum ERP of UE LTE in accordance with

3GPP is 200 mW (23 dBm) [2],

• the maximum number of UE LTE served in one sec-

tor is 5-10 UE,

• the total (expected under actual use conditions) ERP

of URS from UE LTE is 1 W (30 dBm).

The results of experimental measurements and theoretical

calculations of the interference impact of UE LTE-800 on

RLS placed at the airdromes are presented in Table 3.

Table 3

EMF strength of UE LTE at the antenna input

of DRL radar

Distance
E

1)
meas

Influence E
2)

1546
E

3)
370No. from DRL

[dBµV/m] of UE [dBµV/m] [dBµV/m]
[km]

1 1.4 54 Yes 63 71

2 4.3 42 Yes 35 45

3 6.6 30 Yes 31 40

4 6.7 24 Yes 30 39

5 6.8 > 23 Yes 30 39

6 7.4 31 Yes 29 38

7 9.2 24 Yes 26 36

8 11 < 17 No 24 33
1) Emeas – experimental measuring strength of electromagnetic field

(EMF) generated by the UE LTE simulator at the placement point

of the DRL position.
2) E1546 – theoretical strength of EMF calculated by ITU-R Rec.

P.1546-4 [6].
3) E370 – theoretical strength of EMF calculated by ITU-R Rec.

P.370-7 [7].

Note: Calculations of strength of EMF by ITU-R methodic were done

for 10% of time and 10% of area.

5. Comments and Analysis

The results of experimental studies shown in Table 3 gave

us understanding that, when the distance between the DRL

radar and the UE LTE simulator is less than 11 km, a harm-

ful interference is observed on the PPI DRL in the form of

flashing sector which hides the air targets away from the

DRL operator (Fig. 4). The theoretically calculated dis-

tance of possible interference influence in accordance with

the conditions of the experiment was equal to 13 km. The

measured interference field strength at the DRL receiver

input, in the absence of indications of interference on the

radar display, was 17 dBµV/m, which confirmed the pre-

viously defined threshold at 17 dBµV/m [8]. This value of

EMF strength is 7/16 dB lower than the calculated values

obtained by using methodic of Rec. ITU-R R.1546-4/Rec.

R.370-7 (line 8 in Table 3).

Fig. 3. Scheme of experimental scenario.
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Fig. 4. UE LTE interfering signal on the ATCR PPI.

Thus, the measurement results turned out less conservative

and have provided new values criteria for protection from

UE LTE interference to receivers DRL radar, which enable

them to work together with less restrictions in the case

of co-channel interference.

6. Protection Criteria

The ITU defines in the radio regulations several terms rela-

tive to interference including: interference, permissible in-

terference, accepted interference, harmful interference, and

protection ratios [9]. Other terms that are commonly used,

but not specifically defined, are allowable performance

degradation, interference protection criteria, and spectrum

sharing criteria.

In accordance with the ITU approach to solve a task of

sharing spectrum in 800 MHz band for air-traffic con-

trol radar DRL types and UE LTE-800 and in accordance

with the experimental data two protection criteria were

proposed:

• coordination distance between transmitting base sta-

tions eNB LTE-800 and receivers of air-traffic control

radar DRL types,

• permissible interference field strength (relative to

1 dBµV/m) at the antenna of air-traffic control radar

DRL types.

Experimentally obtained distance between transmitting UE

LTE-800 and receivers of air-traffic control radar DRL

types, which protects against harmful interference to DRL

receiver in operation in the frequency band 800 MHz, is

11 km and consequently, coordination distance between

transmitting base stations eNB LTE-800 and receivers of

air-traffic control radar DRL types, has to equal to 22 km.

Second protection criteria was established as border level

of field strength (relative to 1 dBµV/m) on antenna of DRL

radar. Harmful interferences below this level will not influ-

ence on radar technical performance. In accordance to an

experimental measurement results such level 17 dBµV/m

on antenna of DRL radar was confirmed.

7. Conclusion

In this paper, interference protection criteria for DRL radar

receivers which support their spectrum sharing in 800 MHz

band with UE LTE-800 have been proposed and evaluated

for some interference parameters. The protection criteria

are based on the ITU approach to EMC and experimental

data that increase its applicability and usability for EMC

task solving in the very complicate electromagnetic envi-

ronment of modern airports. This paper shows the impor-

tance of taking into account this EMC situation for flight

security and determining cells in airport zone for LTE-800

RF coverage planning.
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Built into an AC/DC Telecom

Power Supply System
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Abstract—The article describes the results of testing a Ben-

ning AC/DC power supply, with integrated NIT TBA-ST me-

ter. Such integration enables accurate and energy-efficient

measurements of available capacity of individual 48-voltage

VRLA/AGM batteries with remote management possibilities.

The full compliance with the requirements for telecommuni-

cation power systems, the great functionality, upgrade ability,

immunity to user errors and the high accuracy of capacity

and voltage measurement of battery monoblocks of proposed

solution are presented.

Keywords—battery capacity tester, battery discharge tester,

VRLA real capacity.

1. Introduction

In AC/DC power supply systems, during voltage inter-

ruption energy backup is provided by lead acid batteries,

mainly of the VRLA/AGM type. They are inexpensive,

safe and their high fault current enables fast tripping of

fuses. However, owing to certain unfavorable phenomena,

i.e. premature capacity loss (PCL), VRLA/AGM batteries

require periodical capacity testing.

The most commonly operated telecommunication power

systems (Fig. 1a), contain at least two 48-voltage batter-

ies B connected by a common disconnector switch RGR,

system bus with + on the ground with rectifier outputs

PS and DC load R. The operation is managed by the ST

controller, which also ensures communication with the SN

supervisor center. Under normal operation conditions, the

rectifiers feed load R and charge batteries keeping them

fully charged.

When AC mains failure occurs the power supply to load

is taken from batteries, and after voltage is restored, rec-

tifiers again feed load and charge batteries. The circuit

also has a common high-current disconnector switch RGR,

which protects batteries from deep discharging. It breaks

the circuit when battery voltage drops below 40 V in the

long absence AC mains network. In such a power sys-

tem, the measurement of available capacity of any battery

can be performed by portable instruments, e.g. RRR shown

in Fig. 1a, or electronic loads as well as TBA-IŁ [1]. The

measurements require disconnection of the battery from the

system bus by service operator. While testing, the neces-

sary energy reserve is provided by the other batteries.

In AC/DC power systems with TBA-ST meter built-in

(Fig. 1b), the RGR disconnector switch and PN low-current

contactor, are connected in series with each battery Bn [2],

and to the meter output. First, the instrument discharges

the battery for test purposes, next recharges it and calcu-

lates the capacity. After that the battery is connected back

to the system bus and capacity data is transferred to SN.

2. TBA-ST Unit

The TBA-ST meter has been designed and made at the

National Institute of Telecommunications under the energy

reserve checking system for telecommunication sites project

(SKOT), co-financed by the European Union with European

Regional Development Funds (ERDF). The meter occupies

half of the 19”/1U rack frame (Fig. 2a).

The circuit is based on a bi-directional boost-buck DC/DC

converter allowing increase or decrease input voltage, with

control circuit and voltage and current sensors (Fig. 2). The

converter can deliver up to 50 A output current and oper-

ates similarly to the TBA-IŁ devices. By battery discharg-

ing with preset current, it transfers energy to the system

bus, which temporarily sheds load from the rectifiers. By

charging the battery with preset current to a programmed

voltage, the unit draws energy from system bus and continu-

ously measures voltage on the power system and the battery

under test, as well as voltages of monoblocks of all present

system batteries. The “LEM” current transducer allows

battery current measurement and thus capacity. The con-

figuration parameters and measurement results are stored in

controller non-volatile memory. The communication with

the power system controller is DC-based, and data exchange

with the SN takes place via the RS485 and the ZSN-5 com-

munication module of the SCS Win system or by a built-in

Ethernet interface.

2.1. Operation

The battery test is initiated remotely the controller SN.

First the TBA-ST unit checks if the test can be performed.

If yes, it sends a command to the power system con-

troller. Test begins after battery reconnecting to the test

unit. The discharging phase ends when a predefined charge

(Ah) has been sink and voltage have been reduced on bat-
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Fig. 1. AC/DC power system with battery capacity meter: (a) as portable “RRR” instrument and (b) as built-in “TBA-ST” unit.

Fig. 2. VRLA battery capacity meter TBA-ST: (a) overview,

(b) block diagram.

tery monoblocks to a programmed value. Charging phase

takes place for given time calculated from the moment the

battery voltage preset is reached. The test is ended with

battery reconnecting. An initiated test can be remotely

canceled or break with a stop button. The cycle is then

interrupted, the battery is fully charged and reconnected to

the power system as soon as possible.

3. AC/DC Power System

In conducted measurements the Benning AC/DC power

supply system “SBE200SL version SKOT” was used. It

was configured in accordance with requirements received

from the National Institute of Telecommunications for op-

eration with the TBA-ST. The solution is protected by

a European patent of the National Institute of Telecommu-

nications.

The system was housed in a PSJ1866 600×600×1870 mm

cabinet (Fig. 3a). It contains three 48 V/1500 W rectifier

modules (PS) with AC current protection devices, a distri-

bution panel for 15 loads with DC current protection de-

vices (F), a current protection supervisor card, three high

current disconnectors and three contactors (P). MCU2500

controller (ST), a signaling module, two input/output cards

(IO), three 48 V/100 Ah (4 × 12 V) battery strings (B), as

well as connectors. There is a free space for the TBA-ST

meter and ZSN-5 communication module in enclosure.

The block diagram shown in Fig. 3b presents the TBA-

ST meter circuit. The contact components (switches and

contactors) are shown in which battery B1 is tested. The

power system ensures automatic operation with temperature

compensation of floating voltage and programmable bat-

tery charging current (via resistor R1). The standard power

system operation program featuring macro instructions of

non-standard use of the inputs/outputs of the IO/02 card.

The power system was not equipped with battery voltage

measurement cards and thus the battery “auto test” func-
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Fig. 3. AC/DC power system equipped with 3× 48 V/100 Ah batteries and modified to use TBA-ST unit: (a) overview, (b) block

diagram.

tion was not checked, because such measurements are per-

formed with greater accuracy by the TBA-ST meter. During

testing, worn battery banks (HZB12-100FA) were used, as

this reduced the time of energy reserve, and consequently

the time of testing the individual functions.

3.1. Operation without the TBA-ST

If the circuit breaker f.Tba is open, the power system oper-

ates in standard mode [3] with the one difference that three

RGR disconnectors are used instead of one. They are con-

trolled by the K4 relay located on the IO/01 card. The relay

contactors k1, k2, k3 located on the IO/02 card remain in

non-active state. With such settings, the TBA-ST measures

only battery monoblock voltages.

3.2. Operation with TBA-ST

If the circuit breaker f.Tba is closed (as shown in Fig. 3b)

and the G.TBA signal appears at the input of IO/02 card,

then in response to the signal demanding the connection

of battery BAT-1, BAT-2 or BAT-3 (e.g. BAT-1 for bat-

tery B1) to the TBA-ST unit for testing, the IO/02 card

closes k1 relay. As a result (for battery B1), relay RGR-1

disconnects battery B1 from the system bus, and the con-

tactor K31 connects it to the meter. After testing, when the

TBA-ST, in the presence of the G.TBA signal switches off

the signal demanding battery connection, and the IO/02

card restores the non-active state of the relay k1. In re-

sponse, the contactor K31 disconnects the battery from

the meter, and RGR-1 connects it to the power system bus.

The operation for other batteries is proceed in the same

way. In case of meter power supply failure as well as

other fault the state of relays k1–k3 and RGR-1–RGR-3

is unchanged. During switching there is no significant cur-

rent flow in the RGR-1–RGR-3 disconnectors and K31–K33

contactors.

4. TBA-ST Meter Test Results

The TBA-ST capacity meter was tested in a circuit con-

tains a power supply, battery simulator, with real batteries

as well as power system simulator (Table 1). Column with
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TBA-ST/22 header is related to data for a meter installed

in the power system. The “other” column shows values

available for all versions. The result of testing the elec-

tromagnetic disturbances level generated by the TBA-ST is

shown in Fig. 4.

Table 1

The TBA-ST meter parameters

Parameter TBA-ST/22 Other

Rated voltage battery 48 V (54 V power system)

Operating programmable current
2–20 A 2–50 Afor discharging and charging

Number of battery strings Up to 3 Up to 6

Number of controlled
Up to 4 Up to 24monoblocks of each battery

Capacity consumption as
End of charge criterion percent or final

monoblock voltage

Accuracy of voltage, current,
Better than 1%charge and time measurement

Maximum energy losses on
5.3%discharging/charging

Communication with power
DC voltage (Fig. 5)system

Remote management RS485 or Ethernet
(Modbus RTU protocol) interface

Fig. 4. EMC disturbance level generated by the TBA-ST/22

during battery discharging at rated current.

5. Power System Testing with TBA-ST

Function Disabled

The scope and testing results of system with the TBA-

ST disabled are presented in Table 2. The column “result”

contains reference to the sections with further details.

5.1. Power System Operation

The power system indicates operational status and emer-

gency states. The monitoring and power system program-

ming is possible from the signaling module or from a PC

Table 2

Issues to check in the SBE200SL power system

Issues to test Result

Supply voltage 230 V or 3×230/400 V +

Floating voltage 48–56 V +

Automatic charging 53–58 V +

Power system equipment, protection devices 3.1

Easy access to batteries and fuses +

Signaling and programming 5.1

Battery disconnection at low voltage 5.2

Charging after AC mains failure 5.2–5.3

Voltage drop in battery circuits 5.4

TBA-ST function on/off +

via RS232 serial interface or as well as by Ethernet based

network and the web server. The available programming

includes value of floating voltage, charging current and tem-

perature correction of battery charging voltage, as well as

RGR control voltage threshold. Such settings are password

protected. In addition, certain options are available only

for the maintenance engineers.

5.2. Battery Disconnection at Mains Failure

Figure 5 shows the voltage and current waveforms recorded

during long-lasting voltage interruption in the AC mains.

While AC mains failure (AC off), the system bus voltage

Us1 and battery voltage Ub lowers, so loads (Io) the cur-

rent fed with power Ib1 (drawn from the battery) increases.

When voltage on the system bus (and the battery voltage)

drops to programmed 43 V value, the controller switches

off power supply to the RGR. The RGRs disconnect (RGR

off) all batteries from the system bus and DC loads lose

power.

When AC mains is back (AC on), the PS rectifiers power

system bus Us2. The controller closes the RGRs (RGR

on) and Ub voltage is fed to the batteries from the system

power bus. Initially, the charging is high current power Ib2

and is limited by maximal output current (90 A) and load

Fig. 5. Long-lasting voltage interruption in the AC mains. (See

color pictures online at www.nit.eu/publications/journal-jtit)
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current. Then the rectifiers decrease the voltage, hence bat-

tery charging after approximately 1 min reach programmed

20 A value. While battery is charged, the Ib2 current de-

creases to the low maintenance level (approx. 0.2 A).

5.3. Battery Charging After Mains Return

On short mains voltage interruption, which does not cause

the RGRs trip, the battery is charged to the floating volt-

age with programmed 20 A value. Next it is charged with

decreasing current. An automatic charging feature can be

programmed after each AC voltage interruption with a dura-

tion exceeding the preset time. The battery will be charged

with voltage increased to a programmed value for the en-

tered period. In the tested Benning power supply system,

battery charging after mains interruption to floating value

(54.4 V at +20◦C), and periodic battery charging with boost

voltage is performed by the TBA-ST meter.

5.4. Voltage Drops in Battery Circuits

A voltage drop in the distribution powerlines should not

exceed 0.5 V. The total voltage drop between battery termi-

nals and the load connector located on telecommunication

equipment should not exceed 1.2 V.

For load up to 90 A, with both (B1, B2) connected batteries,

and disconnected B3 battery while rectifiers are off, the

voltage drop in the power system (tested between the system

bus ground and the battery negative terminal) is less than

180 mV. The voltage drop between the system bus and the

battery fuse terminal does not exceed 65 mV.

6. PS Testing with a TBA-ST

Table 3 presents list of Benning power supply system issues

being tested with the TBA-ST, with reference to subsections

and detailed description or test result.

Table 3

Power system functions with active TBA-ST meter

Issue
Result/

section

All power system functions maintained +

Installation and replacement of TBA-ST meter 6.1

Configuring and programming 6.2

Communication with management system 6.3

Meter integration with the power system 3.3 and 6.4

Test initial conditions 6.5

Remote disconnection of batteries +

Battery capacity measurements 6.6

Influence of AC mains voltage interruptions

on measurements 6.7

Remote operation hold and continue +

Battery test by cable with remote readout 6.8

Tolerance of user faults +

6.1. Meter Installation and Replacement

The TBA-ST meter is installed inside the power system

enclosure. Together with the ZSN-5 communication con-

troller, it occupies 1U×200 mm. The instrument is con-

nected to the power system by cable with DB-37 connector.

In case the ZSN-5 controller is not used, the communica-

tion with the management system (e.g. PC computer) takes

place via the internal Ethernet interface module with RJ-45

port. In case of system maintenance, the meter replacement

requires only few manual operations: opening of the circuit

breaker f.TBA, overcurrent breakers in the battery circuits

(F31-33) and power system (F57), 4 screws and DB-37

connector removal. Such maintenance does not influence

the power system operation.

6.2. Configuring and Programming the TBA-ST Unit

The internal settings as well as operational currents are

set by PCB jumpers. The threshold voltages can be soft-

ware programmed after pressing a button on front panel.

The parameters of the batteries being test (i.e. number of

cells, storage capacity, block voltage, installation date, dis-

charging and charging currents, charge to be drawn, final

charging as well as discharging voltage) can be modified

locally from dedicated PC software or remotely through the

ZSN-5 controller (password protected). Remote monitoring

and battery test initiation are performed in a similar way.

6.3. Communication with the Host Management System

The data transmission between the TBA-ST unit and the

management system uses Modbus RTU protocol. The

TBA-ST meter accepts the following groups of commands

of the protocol: 0×03 i and 0×04 – read multiple registers;

0×06 – read single register; 0×10 – write multiple regis-

ters; 0×11 – report controller ID. Physical communication

can use RS232, RS485 or Ethernet (M2M) interfaces. In

Table 4 all recognized commands are summarized.

6.4. Meter Integration with the Power System

The communication of TBA-ST meter with MCU-based

controller is implemented by using IO/02 card using

slowly-variable DC signals (Fig. 3). A detailed description

of both units’ interoperability is provided in Subsection 3.3.

The used method of information exchange is presented in

Fig. 6. The active state of the signal (high level) G.MCU

is “+power system”, and for the other ones, feeding the

internal reference potential “MS” of card IO/02 to its re-

spective input, which is performed by MOSFET relays in

the TBA-ST meter circuit.

6.5. Test Initial Conditions

The TBA-ST meter can request any battery bank discon-

nection from the system bus “–power system” and to switch

it on to the meter input when all of the following conditions

are fulfilled simultaneously:
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Table 4

Modbus RTE protocol commands used in TBA-ST meter

Description Type Address range

Configuration parameters R/W 400–465

Values from external
W 500–524

measurements

TBA-ST current state R 100

Battery monoblock voltages R 110–133

Commands concerning B1/2/3
W 300–302

batteries∗)

Result of current test R 170–179

Results of last battery test R 600–616

Measurement result for each
R 200–244

battery

∗) Commands to the meter include:

• battery equalization charging,

• control battery discharge followed by charging return,

• charging equalization followed by discharging and

charging return,

• battery disconnection from power system bus,

• signals test by MCU controller.

Fig. 6. DC communication method with TBA-ST device.

• it has received the instruction from the supervisory

computer,

• the switch “f. TBA-ST” is on,

• it is not in “stop” state,

• all batteries are connected to the system bus, by

means their voltage difference is less than 0.2 V.

The TBA-ST will refuse return to non-active state without

performing the test if the correct battery voltage (43–57 V)

does not appear on its input within 2 minutes from send-

ing the command, or the voltage difference between any

12-voltage blocks of the battery is greater than 1.8 V.

6.6. Battery Capacity Measurements

The process of B1 and B2 battery capacity measurement as

voltage waveforms for each block is shown in Fig. 7. One

can see, that no AC mains interruption occurred during the

test. Discharging was performed by 10 A current (10 hour,

0.1 CA) until the 10.80 V voltage is reached on the B1

battery case, or the declared charge of 80 Ah (80% Q) has

been consumed – battery B2 case. After discharging, the

batteries were immediately charged back with 10 A current

to 56.5 V end voltage.

During testing battery block voltage measurement errors

were below 0.5%, and discharging current fluctuations

and its measurement error was under 1%. The instrument

showed that battery B1 has a 52 Ah capacity, and battery B

is over 80 Ah. Interestingly, after 4 h of discharging, the

worst block (C = 52% Q) of the bad B1 had a higher volt-

age than the best B2 (C > 80% Q), although both batteries

are of the same type, and have been used in a similar bad

condition for 3 years.

During charging, when battery voltage reaches the system

bus voltage, a voltage and current swing occurred (see 3

in Fig. 7). It is a result of voltage drop on the battery

(HZB12-100FA) during switching internal converter from

buck to boost mode. This effect does not influence on

battery charging level, the charge delivered to the battery

or the battery charging time.

6.7. Influence of AC Mains Voltage Interruptions on

Capacity Measurements

A mains voltage interruption can occur after battery bank

disconnection from the power system. The voltage and

current diagrams for such case are shown in Fig. 8. The

used notation is: 1 – voltage of battery being charged, 2 –

voltage of battery being discharged, 3 – voltage of system

bus, 4 – voltage of loads with constant power demand of

1500 W, 5a – current of battery being charged, 5b – current

of battery being discharged, 5c – battery current during

backup, 6 – battery voltage during backup, 7 – moment

of switching to battery backup mode, 8 – current of other

batteries connected to system bus “–power system”.

Figure 8a shows the effect of long-lasting AC mains volt-

age interruption during the discharging operation, while

Fig. 8b shows the same case during equalization B2 bat-

tery charging. When voltage on the system bus drops be-

low 51 V, charging is stopped but discharging is contin-

ued. While voltage on the system bus lowers below 48.5

V, the meter switches into backup mode “7” in Fig. 8b.

The meter circuit contains power converter with current

limiter. It draws energy from the battery being tested and

transfers it to power system bus. While AC voltage ap-

pears, the battery being tested is recharged and connected

to the system after its voltage and system bus becomes

equal. This operation may few repetition, as V–I character-

istic varies in time from varies programmed values. Battery

current is not constant, and the Ah drawn may be greater

than preset.

The effect of short AC mains voltage interruption while

B1 battery is tested, in case the voltage on the system

bus exceed 48.5 V threshold, is illustrated in Fig. 8c. Dur-

ing battery charging, the meter stops the process for total

power failure period. If voltage interruption occurs dur-

ing battery discharging, the meter continues operation with

uncharged current. Due to described purpose of operation

the measurements are fully reliable – the measured avail-

able capacity of batteries for current of 0.2 CA = 20 A was

46 Ah (C5 = 46 Ah) or 2.22 kWh, which corresponds to

50 Ah (for 0.1 CA), and during return charging, a charge
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Fig. 7. Voltages during battery test process on different block: 1 – worst block, 2 – best block, 3 – fluctuations during charging.

Fig. 8. Battery voltage and current at interruption in phase of: (a) discharging, (b) equalization charging, (c) full testing.

of 54 Ah was delivered to the batteries (about 10% greater

than drawn).

6.8. Remote Readout of Battery Test Results

The testing results can be downloaded to remote com-

puter by the ZSN-5 communication controller or (alterna-

tively) via built-in Ethernet interface. For testing purposes

and at the system commissioning stage, the results can be

read remotely and recorded on a PC with the Windows

by using of the TBA Starter and TBA Reporter programs

(Fig. 9).

7. Conclusions

The results of testing the SBE200SL power supply system

with a built-in TBA-ST meter showed that it can be used for

powering telecommunications devices at maintenance-free
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Fig. 9. Battery test results as represented in the TBA Reporter

software.

sites. A minor upgrade of a typical power supply system

provides the capability to measure the available capacity of

individual battery banks and remote management.

The tested SBE200SL power supply system can be addi-

tionally equipped, with a second set of rectifiers, which

increases the efficiency. In order to extend the time of

energy autonomy, without changing power system compo-

nents, three 100 Ah batteries in an external rack housing

could be exchanged with a higher capacity ones. The power

system could also be additionally provided, without signif-

icant changes in equipment and functioning, with a fourth

RGR disconnector switch and battery contactor, which will

make it possible to individually test the available capacity

of four battery strings (the TBA-ST meter can control up

to 6 batteries of 1,000 Ah each).
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Abstract—Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) has been re-

cently one of the more popular applications in Internet tech-

nology. It benefits lower cost of equipment, operation, and

better integration with data applications than voice commu-

nications over telephone networks. However, the voice pack-

ets delivered over the Internet are not protected. The ses-

sion initiation protocol (SIP) is widely used signaling proto-

col that controls communications on the Internet, typically

using hypertext transport protocol (HTTP) digest authenti-

cation, which is vulnerable to many forms of attacks. This

paper proposes a new secure authentication and key agree-

ment scheme based on Digital Signature Algorithm (DSA) and

Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) named (ECDSA). Secu-

rity analysis demonstrates that the proposed scheme can resist

various attacks and it can be applied to authenticate the users

with different SIP domains.

Keywords—authentication, key agreement, session initiation

protocol, VoIP.

1. Introduction

Voice over IP (VoIP) networks attract great attention since

they can provide low cost, deployment and maintenance,

flexible implementation, and new applications than con-

ventional telephones [1]. The session initiation protocol

(SIP) is an application-layer signaling protocol based on

HTTP-like request/response exchange for initiating, man-

aging and terminate voice session. Authentication is an

important security requirement when a user wants to ac-

cess the SIP services. However, the original authentication

scheme for SIP does not provide strong security, because

it works based on HTTP-digest authentication [2], which is

vulnerable to several attacks such as impersonation attacks,

offline password guessing attacks and server spoofing at-

tacks etc. Therefore, with the widespread use of VoIP in

worldwide, the security of SIP has received much attention

from several studies.

The remainder of this paper is outlined as follows. The

related work is shown in Section 2. Section 3 provides

some basic preliminaries and notations used in this pa-

per. Section 4 shows proposed scheme. Section 5 analyzes

presented solution. Section 6 shows the performance and

functionality comparisons with other related works. The

conclusion is given in Section 7.

2. Related Work

Since Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) provides a smal-

ler key size than any other cryptosystem and has faster

computations than half of other public key systems [3].

Several protocols for SIP server based on ECC have been

proposed to strength the security and performance of VoIP

communication.

In [2] Yang pointed out that HTTP digests authentication

protocol is vulnerable to offline password guessing attacks,

and the spoofing attacks. They proposed a SIP authentica-

tion protocol based on Diffie-Helman key exchange proto-

col. Unfortunately Yang’s protocol still suffered from the

replay attack. In [4] the authors produced a new secure

authentication and key agreement protocol called NAKE to

solve the existing problems in the original proposal. The

scheme assumes that the communication parties must share

a common secret number k, but an adversary can easily

launch the forgery-attack to act as the server or the user

client.

In [5] Yoon et al. demonstrates that proposed SIP authen-

tication schemes are not secure against attacks such as of-

fline password guessing attack, Denning-Sacco attacks and

stolen verifier attacks. They propose a new SIP authenti-

cation scheme in a converged VoIP network based on ECC

in order to overcome security problems. However, Yoon

et al. protocol was still not suitable for different SIP do-

mains. In [6] Wang and Zhang proposed a new authen-

tication and key agreement mechanism (SAKA) based on

certificate-less public key cryptography, to conquer many

forms of attacks in SIP authentication. The proposed pro-

tocol suffers from heavy computation cost. Also, Zhang

et al. in [7] proposed an efficient authentication for SIP

using smart card based on ECC. The proposed protocol

can resist various attacks and provides efficient password

updating.

Recently Arshad and Ikram [8] proposed an authentication

protocol based on elliptic curve discrete logarithm problem

for SIP. However, their protocol suffered from off-line pass-
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Fig. 1. SIP architecture.

Fig. 2. SIP authentication.

word guessing attacks, for that Yel et al. in [3] adopted the

smart card to construct an authentication protocol based on

ECC for SIP. Liping et al. [9] confirm that Yel’s protocol

involved the time synchronization problem.

3. Preliminaries

In this section, the SIP architecture and SIP authentication

procedure are introduced. Then, we briefly review the fun-

damentals of ECC and digital signature logarithm on ECC

(ECDSA).

3.1. SIP Architecture

The SIP is a general purpose application layer signaling

protocol [10] that is used to create, modify and terminate

multimedia session such as VoIP calls. The SIP architec-

ture is composed of a user agent client, proxy server, redi-

rect server, register server and location server [8] (Fig. 1).

The user agent is a logical entity such as a caller or

a callee. Proxy server forwards a request and response be-

tween a caller and callee. Redirect server accepts requests

and replies to the client with a response message. Location

server maintains information on the current location of the

user agent.

3.2. SIP Authentication Procedure

SIP authentication scheme works similarly to HTTP digest

authentication [11], in which a nonce value is used in chal-

lenging the target. The response includes a checksum of

the username, password, and nonce value [6]. Here is an

example flow of authentication mechanism in SIP (Fig. 2).

1. client → server: Request. The client sends a request

to the server.

2. server → client: Challenge(nonce, realm). Server

generates a challenge that includes a nonce and

client’s realm.

3. client → server: Response(nonce, realm, user-

name, response). The client computes the response =

F(nonce, realm, username, response). Then the client

sends the Response to the server.

4. According to the username, the server extracts the

client’s password. Then the server verifies whether

the nonce is correct. If is, the server computes
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F(nonce, username, password, realm) and use it

to make a comparison with the response. If they

match, the server authenticates the identity of the

client.

3.3. Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC)

An elliptic curve is a cubic equation of the form: E : y2 +
axy + by = x3 + cx2 + dx + e, where a, b, c, and e are real

numbers. Let Fp denote the finite of points where p is

a large prime number and containing x, y. We focus on the

finite field of ECC, the mathematical equation of ECC to

be of form:

E : y2 = (x3 + ax + b) mod p with a, b ∈ Fp satisfying

(4a3+27b2) mod p 6= 0. The arithmetic of elliptic curve dis-

crete logarithm problem (ECDLP) is given points Q and P.

Where Q, P ∈ Fp, and compute Q = α ×P it is hard to

determine α given Q and P. In view of shortness, we omit

the details and refer to [8], [12].

A key exchange between e.g. Alice and Bob can be accom-

plished as follows:

• Alice generates a random integer a∈ Z∗
p and compute

KA = a×P and sends KA to Bob.

• Bob generates a random integer b ∈ Z∗
p and compute

KB = b×P and sends KB to Alice.

• Alice can compute shared key SKA = a×KB = a×b×

×P and Bob can compute shared key SKB = b×KA =
b×a×P

In this manner if we would like to find SKA = SKB, to break

this scheme, we would face ECDLP, which is a hard and

complex mathematical problem.

3.4. Digital Signature Algorithm Using Elliptic Curve

(ECDSA)

In procedure for generating signature using the ECDSA

to sign a message m an entity A with domain parameters

(E,P,n,a,b,h) and associated key pair(d,Q) the following

procedure is used:

1. select a random or pseudorandom integer k,

2. compute kP = (x1,y1) and r = x1 mod n; if r = 0 go

to step 1.

3. compute k−1
mod n,

4. compute e = h(m),

5. compute s = k−1(e + d.r) mod n; if s = 0 then go to

step 1.

6. A’s signature for the message m is (s, r).

4. Proposed Authentication Scheme

In this section, a new authenticated key agreement of pro-

tocol SIP using ECDSA is proposed. The proposed scheme

achieves mutual authentication between different SIP do-

mains, the public key is computed directly from the sig-

nature of third trust party (TTP) on the user’s identity.

The proposed scheme comprises four phases: initializa-

tion, registration, mutual authentication, and the password

change. The notations adopted through this paper are sum-

marized in Table 1. The whole process is summarized in

Table 2.

Table 1

Notations used in this paper

Notation Definition

S Server

Alice A legal user

IDA User identity

IDS SIP server identity

PWA User password

TA Trust authority

(sT ,PKT ) TA key pair

P A generator point with order n over Ep(a,b)

SK Shared session key

h(.) Secure one way hash function

|| Concatenation operation

A −→ B : M A sends a message M to B

4.1. Initialization Phase

A trusted authority (TA) was defined in each SIP domain

to issue the private keys to the entities in the same domain.

All entities have agreed upon a high elliptic curve E defined

over a finite field, which is used with a base point generator

P of prime order n. TA selects a random number sT ∈

Z∗
p as his private key, and then computes his public key

PKT (PKT = sT ×P). Then TA keeps sT and publishes the

system parameters (PKT , P,n, G, h).

Each eligible server Si selects a random ki, computes Ki =
ki ×P and sends (SIDi,Ki) to TA. TA chooses a random

number t, compute x = t ×P and compute the signature

parameters (ri,si) as follows:

{

ri = x mod n

si = t−1
(

h(IDi ‖ Ri)+ sT · ri

)

then compute the parameters:

{

Ri = ri ×Ki

Si = si × x

Next, TA sends (Ri,Si) to the server over a secure channel,

upon receiving (Ri,Si) the server computes his secret key

Skey = Si × ki and his public key Pkey = Skey ×P.
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Table 2

Authenticated key agreement phase

Alice TA

Registration phase:

Chooses (IDA,PWA)

Select a random k and compute KA = k×P

Sends (IDA,PWA,PWA) to TA → Selects a random t and compute x = t ×P

Compute the signature parameters(rA,sA)

Compute sA = sA ×x and RA = rA ×KA

Compute :

C2 = h(PWA‖RA)

mA = sA +C2

PKA = [h(IDA‖RA).P.KA +PKT .RA]

smartcard (RA,mA,PKA)

Input (IDA,PWA)

Compute sA = mA −c2

skA = sA ×k

check if (sA ×P) =?PKA if yes

mnew
A = mA ×k

Alice SIP server

Mutual authentication phase:

Input (IDA,PWA)

Compute sA = mA −c2

Check if (sA ×P) =?PKA

Select a random a and compute TA = a×P

Sends (IDA,RA,KA,TA)

Generate a random b

Compute Ts = b×P

Compute PKA

Obtain the shared key:

SKs = b×PKA +Ss ×TA

C2 = h(SKs)

Auths = h(nonce‖realm‖IDA‖IDs‖TA‖Ts‖c2)

Send CHALLENGE 〈Rs,Ts,Auths,realm〉

Compute PKs = [h(IDs‖Rs).P.Ks +PKT .Rs]

SKA = a.PKs + skA.TA

c3 = h(SKA)

Auths =?h(nonce‖realm‖IDA‖IDs‖TA‖Ts‖c3)

AuthA = h(nonce+1‖realm‖IDA‖IDs‖TA‖Ts‖c3)

Send RESPONSE 〈nonce,realm,AuthA〉

Verify AuthA = h(nonce+1‖realm‖IDA‖IDs‖TA‖Ts‖c2)

Shared key:

SKA = a×Ts = a×b×P SKs = b×TA = b×a×P

4.2. Registration Phase

When a new user (Alice) wants to register with the server S,

it performs the following process with TA to complete the

registration process:

• Step R1. Alice first selects her identity IDA, password

PWA, and a random number k. Next, computes KA =
k×P. Then, Alice sends {IDA,PWA,KA} to TA over

a secure channel.

• Step R2. After receiving the information, TA gen-

erates a random value t and computes x = t.P, the

signature parameters (rA,sA) for Alice using pre-

vious equations. Next, TA computes the following

parameters using her secret key s and the received

message from Alice: sA = sA × x, RA = rA × KA,

c1 = h(PWA ‖ RA), mA = sA + c1. Now the public

key of Alice (PKA) with the following equation:

PKA = [h(IDA‖RA).P.KA + PKT .RA].

In the end, TA personalizes a smart card with the

secret parameters (mA,RA,PKA,KA) and delivers it

to Alice through a secure channel.
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• Step R3. Upon receiving the smart card, Alice in-

puts (IDA,PWA,k) and the smart card computes sA =
mA − c1 and sA = sA.k. Next, check if (sA × P) is

equal to PKA. If yes, the smart card update mA to

the new value mnew
i = mi × k and terminate the reg-

istration phase.

4.3. Mutual Authentication Phase

Assume that Alice wants to communicate with the remote

SIP server she must enter her user name IDA and her pass-

word PWA.

During the authentication process, Alice and the SIP

server S perform the following steps to achieve mutual au-

thentication and key negotiation.

Step 1 – Alice → server: Request 〈IDA,RA,TA〉

First, Alice inputs her identity IDA and password, then ran-

domly chooses a number a ∈ Z∗
p for computing TA = a×P,

after that, she sends the request 〈IDA,RA,TA〉 to the server

S over a public channel.

Step 2 – server → Alice: Challenge 〈Rs,Ts,Auths,realm〉.

The server receives the REQUEST 〈IDA,RA,TA〉 mes-

sage and performs the following operations to challenge

Alice:

• generate a random value b and compute Ts = b×P,

• using received parameters IDA,RA compute the pub-

lic key PKA of Alice PKA = [h(IDA‖RA).P.KA +
PKT .RA],

• obtain the shared session key SKs = b.P+ Ss.TA,

• calculate c2 = h(SKs),

• generate the authentication information Auths =
h(nonce‖realm‖IDA‖IDs‖TA‖Ts‖c2). After that, the

server sends the Challenge 〈Rs,Ts,Auths,realm〉 mes-

sage to Alice.

Step 3 – Upon receiving the Challenge message, Alice

computes the public key of the server and session key with

the equations:

PKs = [h(IDs‖Rs).P.Ks + PKT .Rs],

SKA = a.PKs + S
.
TA.

Then, check the validity of the received message Auths with

the computed value h(nonce‖realm‖IDA‖IDs‖TA‖Ts‖c3).

Step 4 – Alice → server: Response 〈nonce,realm,AuthA〉.

After the server authentication phase, Alice computes

c3 = h(SKA) and calculates the response value AuthA =
h(nonce‖realm‖IDA‖IDs‖TA‖Ts‖c2‖c3). Then send Re-

sponse message 〈nonce,realm,AuthA〉 to the server.

Step 5 – After receiving the message Response 〈nonce,

realm,AuthA〉, the SIP server S checks whether

the following equation holds AuthA = h(nonce +
1‖realm‖IDA‖IDs‖TA‖Ts‖c2). If yes, the server S as-

sures the legality of Alice. Otherwise, it stops the authen-

tication process.

After finishing mutual authentication between the server S

and Alice, both of them can compute session key with the

following equations:

SKA = a×Ts = a×b×P.

SKs = b×TA = b×a×P.

4.4. Password Changing Phase

During the password changing phase, Alice can change

her PWA freely and securely, without any interaction with

TA. The smart card can change password itself after

performing the following steps:

Step 1. Alice inputs the original IDA and PWA, to the

smart card and computes sA = mi − h(PWA‖KA)
check whether (sA ×P) is equal to PKA stored in

the smart card. If not, the request is rejected.

Step 2. Alice enter PW new
A to compute mnew

A = sA +
h(PW new

A ‖KA) after that, the password is updated

successfully.

5. Discussion

In this section, we evaluate a security and performance

analysis of proposed SIP authentication scheme. The eval-

uation is divided into two parts: security analysis and com-

parison with other related approaches in terms of function-

ality and computational cost.

5.1. Security Analysis

Replay attack. Suppose an attacker Bob replays a re-

quest message (IDA,RA,K∗
A,T ∗

A ) and response message

(none∗,realm,Auth∗A) to impersonate Alice. In the pro-

posed scheme, the SIP server will detect this replay and

believe Bob to be illegal, this is because Bob cannot con-

struct a valid Auths.

Offline password guessing attack. In proposed scheme,

the password is stored in the smart card, thus, an adversary

is unable to guess the password in the transmitting SIP

message.

Mutual authentication. The user (Alice) and the SIP

server can verify the identity of each other via AuthA and

Auths. Therefore, the proposed scheme achieves mutual

authentication between the user and the server.

Man in the middle attack. An adversary Bob cannot

launch the man in the middle attack to fraud the server

or user client. Because he needs to pass the verification

Table 3

Computational comparison with others protocols

11] [2] [4] [5] [14] [3] [9]
Proposed
scheme

Exponentiation 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0

ECC computation 0 0 4 4 6 12 8 12

Hash function 1 8 6 5 7 13 11 8
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Table 4

Comparison of the security properties of different schemes

Security attacks [11] [2] [4] [5] [14] [3] [9] Proposed scheme

Mutual authentication NP P P P P P P P

Perfect forward secrecy NP NP NP P P NP P P

No password or verifier table NP NP P P P NP P P

Password guessing attack IS IS IS S S S S S

Stolen verifier attack IS IS IS S S S S S

Data integrity NP NP NP NP NP NP NP P

Efficient password change NP NP NP NP NP NP P P

Signaling attacks IS IS IS IS IS IS IS S

Suitable for different SIP domains No No No No No No No Yes

P – provided, NP – not provided, S – secure, IS– insecure

process of the server SIP and to construct a valid session

key SK. to generate a session key Bob needs to extract a

or b, he faced the elliptic curve discrete logarithm problem.

Stolen verifier attack. An adversary cannot impersonate

the user to cheat the SIP server by using stolen information

because in this approach there is no password or verification

table stored in the SIP server. Consequently, it can resist

the stolen verifier attack.

Insider attacks. The proposed scheme process can resist

insider attacks, as the SIP server side does not need to

store the user password or verifier table, on another side, the

private key is chosen by the client, thus cannot be computed

or leaked by an insider.

Forward secrecy. Assume that an adversary Bob attempts

to find the session key Alice’s SKA = a.PKs + skA.TA. He

cannot extract the integer “a” because it is protected by

elliptic curve logarithm discrete problem. Thus Bob cannot

construct the session key. The forward secrecy is provided.

Data integrity. The shared secret key is obtained during

the mutual authentication process. The server can check if

the data received from the Alice is correct or not and the

same thing for Alice. Therefore, proposed scheme support-

ing data integrity.

5.2. Performance Comparison

The computation costs of the proposed scheme and previ-

ously reported schemes are shown in the Table 3. In gen-

eral, an 160 bit ECC could offer approximately the same

level of security as RSA with 1024 bit key. We divide the

computation cost of our scheme into three parts including

registration phase, mutual authentication phase, and session

key agreement phase. In registration phase, our approach

requires two scalar multiplications of elliptic curve. In mu-

tual authentication phase, it needs six scalar multiplications

of elliptic curve, two additions of elliptic curve and eight

hashing operations. In session key agreement phase, our

scheme requires two scalar multiplications of elliptic curve.

The total computation cost is 10Tm + 2Ta + 8Th.

As shown in Table 3, the approaches no. 2, 3 and 4 reduce

the computation cost significantly, but their protocols have

some security weakness. The functionality comparison

between our scheme and others related scheme is reported

in Table 4. Screamingly obvious, proposed scheme can not

only solve the security weakness of SIP server, also it is

more suitable for different SIP domains.

6. Conclusion

This paper proposes a new authentication and key agree-

ment mechanism using Digital Signature Algorithm Based

on ECC, which achieves mutual authentication and key ne-

gotiation. Furthermore, the proposed scheme could resist

several attacks, such as insider attacks, off-line password

guessing attacks, stolen verifier attacks and replay attack.

Proposed scheme shows that the corrupted TA cannot ob-

tain the long-term private keys of user clients and the reg-

istered servers to launch the forgery attack. Moreover, the

proposed authentication protocol is more suitable to au-

thenticate users with different SIP domains.
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Abstract—Free Space Optical communication (FSO) has en-

grossed a large section of researchers in recent times due to

its wide bandwidth, effortless deployment and immune links

making it appropriate for communication purposes. This

wireless optical technique requires clear and non-turbulent at-

mospheric conditions for efficient transmission. In this paper,

authors aim at reducing the effect of turbulent atmospheric

conditions like scintillation effect on FSO. Multibeam tech-

nique, which uses spatially diverse transmitters for transmis-

sion, has been used for increasing the achievable link distance

of the FSO system. Parameters like quality factor and bit er-

ror rate have been used to check the received signal quality.

Keywords—laser, link length, multibeam, scintillation.

1. Introduction

Free Space Optical communication (FSO) or sometimes ad-

dressed as laser communication is a technology that uses

laser beams through free space to reach the receiver. This

technology owes its growing importance to the incredible

increase in the volume of data transfer all over the world and

the resultant increase in bandwidth requirements. FSO’s

key attributes like rapid data transfer, quicker deployment,

cost effective infrastructure and data rates as high as tens of

gigabytes per 1 second make it a viable alternative for the

short-range radio frequency (RF) links [1], [2]. Licensed

frequency bands, spectrum congestion and lesser data rates

as compared to FSO, are some of the demerits of RF. Nowa-

days, FSO is finding its application in almost every stratum

of daily life, ranging from ship to ship communication to

enterprise connectivity [3].

Like every other technology FSO also has some limita-

tions and some design considerations which need to be

contemplated. Light beam carrying the information trav-

els through air and is encumbered by the atmospheric ef-

fects, like rain, fog, snow, haze, and the atmospheric tur-

bulences due to temperature and pressure fluctuations in

the atmosphere [4]. Absorption, scattering and scintillation

of light are consequences of turbulent atmospheric condi-

tions [5]. Line of sight (LOS) is an imperative requirement

in FSO communication, but sometimes physical objects

like birds or poles temporarily obstruct it, making the link

unachievable.

This paper focuses on the impairments caused by atmo-

spheric effects on an FSO link. When considering the at-

mospheric effects, scintillation effect is the most detrimen-

tal one, so the authors here have tried to reduce this effect

using some techniques described in this paper.

A brief description of the harm caused by scintillation on

the light beam is given below.

1.1. Scintillation Effect

Scintillation refers to the turbulence caused by thermal in-

homogeneities along the path of light beam. Wind velocity

is always variable, which transfers heat and water vapors

in the form of eddies. Temperature changes in the atmo-

sphere caused by these eddies lead to heating up of air

pockets called Fresnel zones having different temperatures

and different densities, which lead to refractive index dif-

ferences [5]. Turbulences are random, which means that

these pockets are continuously being created and destroyed.

Fluctuations in the refractive index of air deform the laser

beam causing “beam dancing” at the receiver. Figure 1

shows the scintillation effect with air pockets having differ-

ent refractive indices. Randomly formed pockets refract the

optical wavefront of the incoming beam due to which the

signal cannot be received properly [6]. The refractive index

structure parameter C2
n , accounts for the strength of fluc-

tuations. C2
n varies from 10

−16 m−2/3 (weak scintillation)

to 10
−12 m−2/3 (strong).

Fig. 1. Heated air pockets which lead to scintillation of light.

Two common effects of scintillation on the optical beam

are:

• Beam Wander – the refractive index fluctuations are

due to turbulent eddies of size varying from few mil-

limeters to hundred meters. Beam wander means that

the beam is deflected from its original path and loses

its los. It happens when the size of refractive index

inhomogeneity is greater than the beam diameter;
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• Beam Spreading – when the inhomogeneities are

lower than the size of beam diameter, they tend to

broaden the beam but do not deflect it. This is called

beam spreading. It defocuses the beam reducing its

intensity.

In communication systems, bandwidth is always a factor

that needs deliberation, so only the mitigation of channel

turbulence like scintillation effect does not solve the pur-

pose. It should be combined with efficient bandwidth uti-

lization in order to make it a quintessential system. One

of the best techniques used here is Wavelength Division

Multiplexing (WDM).

2. WDM Systems

WDM allows multiplying data streams over optical carriers

having different wavelengths called channels and sent as

a single signal. WDM FSO systems use a single light beam

to transmit the multiplexed signal through free space [7].

A multiplexer is used at the transmitter to combine different

modulated carriers and a demultiplexer at the receiver to

restore each one (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. WDM technology.

WDM system used in combination with FSO are called

WDM FSO and can be classified into two types: single

beam and multibeam systems.

Single beam system uses one pair of transmitter and re-

ceiver. Only one beam carrying the information travels

through the channel. In case of FSO systems, if the light

beam is obstructed by an object, which prevents it from

reaching the receiver, the signal is lost and communica-

tion stops.

The multibeam WDM uses more than one beams of the

multiplexed signal. Each beam travels a different path, and

thus its attenuation is different. This technique uses spa-

tially diverse transmitters and so it is also called Spatial

Diversity Technique [8], [9]. At the receiver, the beam that

has undergone least attenuation is selected and processed

for data extraction. This technique serves as a solution for

various FSO limitations like physical obstructions, scintil-

lation effect, weather effects, etc. Multibeam system im-

proves the link achievability and reduces the probability

of link failure to a large extent [10]–[12]. When WDM

FSO system uses multiple beams for transmission, they are

called “Hybrid multibeam WDM FSO systems”. Figure 3

shows a hybrid multibeam WDM FSO, which combines the

Fig. 3. Multibeam WDM FSO system block diagram.

advantages of WDM and spatial diversity to increase the

system capacity and link reliability.

3. System Design and Analysis

In this paper two WDM FSO systems are used and ana-

lyzed under scintillation effect. First is WDM FSO, which

uses single beam technology and system 2 uses the multi-

beam technology. System 1 has been already used by the

authors in [14]. System 2 has been designed with an aim

to improve the efficiency of system 1 under identical at-

mospheric conditions. Quality factor (Q) and bit error rate

(BER) have been used as the measures of received signal

quality. Comparative analysis of both systems has been

done in terms of link distance and received power for best

values of quality factor and BER. The software used for

analysis are OptiSystem v12 and Matlab.

3.1. System Model

Figure 4 shows the layout of system 1 designed in Op-

tiSystem software. The transmitter section consists of con-

tinuous wave (CW) laser source. The fork component is

used to copy the signal generated by the laser source so

that it can be given to the multiplexer, which separates it

into carriers differing in wavelength. The pseudo-random

bit sequence (PRBS) source is used to generate codes cor-

responding to the information signal. It is followed by

non-return to zero (NRZ) pulse generator, which gives the

electrical pulses for the signal generated by the PRBS using

NRZ pulse generation format. The Mach-Zehnder modu-

lator (MZM) does the modulation and next the modulated

signal is transmitted through the free space channel. At

the receiver, a demultiplexer is installed with signal carrier

selects then the photodetector for conversion to electrical

signal. In next block the signal is filtered, regenerated and

sent to the corresponding user. BER analyzer is used to

view the quality factor, BER value calculation and eye di-

agram of the received signal.

System 2 differs from system 1 only in the way of trans-

mission after modulation. As this is a multibeam system,

it uses spatially diverse transmit apertures to transmit the

signal. As shown in the Fig. 5, a fork is used after MZM

modulator to simulate four different transmit apertures and

a single receiver lens, which make it a 4×1 WDM FSO

system. The four beams transmitted are identical but travel
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Fig. 4. System 1 designed in OptiSystem.

Fig. 5. System 2 schematic.

different paths to the receiver and thus undergo different

amount of scintillation. Figure 5 shows a MATLAB com-

ponent, which intakes the incoming signals at the receiver,

selects the least attenuated out of the four, and sends it to

the demultiplexer.

The CW laser operates at 1550 nm, used data rate is

10 Gb/s, transmitter and receiver lens apertures are kept

as 15 cm. Geometrical loss has also been considered in

the analysis, so the beam divergence is taken to be 2 mrad.

There are various models available, for mathematical mod-

eling of the turbulence affected FSO channel. These mod-

els give the probability density function (PDF) of the re-

ceived signal after passing through the turbulent atmo-

spheric conditions. When the channel is affected by weak

turbulence it is modeled using log-normal model. In case of

strong turbulence in the channel negative exponential model

and K-turbulence model are used [13]. This work has

been done using “gamma-gamma” turbulence model [14],

which is used when the turbulence varies from moderate

to strong.

The gamma-gamma model is used to model the irradi-

ance of optical channels for moderate to strong turbu-

lence channels resulting from small scale and large scale

refractive index fluctuations due to temperature and pres-
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sure inhomogeneities. The PDF of the turbulent channel is

given by:

P(I) =
2(αβ )

α+β

2

Γ(α)Γ(β )
I

α+β

2
−I K

α−β

(

2

√

αβ I
)

, (1)

where 1

α
and 1

α
are the variances of the small scale and

large scale eddies respectively, Γ is the gamma function

and K
α−β

(. . .) is the modified second order Bessel function.

I is the intensity of the received signal.

Equations (2)–(3) give the values of α and β respectively:

α = e
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(

1+1.11σ

12

5
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)

5

6

−1 , (2)

β = e

0.51σ
2
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r

)

5

6

−1 , (3)

where σ
2
r is the Rytov variance, which characterizes the

strength of turbulence and is calculated by:

σ
2

r = 1.23C2

n k
7

6 z
11

6
, (4)

where k is the wave number, z is the range of the link, and

C2
n is the refractive index structure parameter, which is the

qualitative measure of optical turbulence.

4. Performance Analysis

With the effect of scintillation depends on the refractive

index structure parameter C2
n , which is given as a parameter

to the FSO channel and the signal is attenuated according

to the value of C2
n . For system 1, C2

n is taken to 10
−13 m−

2

3 ,

which corresponds to strong turbulence. When simulated

for refractive index structure parameter, the maximum link

distance achieved with acceptable quality factor is 1.9 km.

The Q factor value for this distance was recorded to be 5.96

and the BER was 1.21 · 10
−9. Weather is assumed to be

clear to see the effect of scintillation, so in the attenuation

specification of the FSO channel, the value given is 0.065

dB/km.

Multibeam WDM FSO system uses four beams of the sys-

tem propagate independently hence, suffer different amount

of scintillation, which depends upon the refractive index

structure parameter. The value of C2
n used for the four

beams is 10
−16, 10

−15, 10
−14, 10

−13 m−
2

3 to represent

that the beams undergo different scintillation eddies due to

their different propagation paths. This system works effi-

ciently up to 4.2 km with the Q factor of 5.94 and BER

of 1.44 · 10
−9. If the distance is further increased, the Q

factor falls below its value for successful communication.

5. Results Discussion

Both systems have been compared in terms of Q factor

value and received optical power. Figures 6 and 7 present

systems performance in terms of Q factor variation with re-

spect to link distance and illustrates the difference in quality

of received signal at various link lengths. Graph shows that

system 1 works till around 1.9 km whereas for system 2,

signal quality is acceptable up to 4.2 km.

Fig. 6. Comparison of system 1 and 2 under scintillation effect

in terms of maximum Q factor.

Fig. 7. Comparison of system 1 and 2 under scintillation effect

in terms of received optical power.

Graph comparing the received power for both the systems

(Fig. 7) shows that the received optical power of system 2

is always greater than that of system 1 when plotted against

the link distance. Both the graphs clearly favor the per-

formance of system 2, when analyzed under scintillation

effect. Both systems have also been compared using the

eye diagrams. Figure 8 shows the eye diagrams of both

the systems at 1.9 km and show that the Q factor of sys-

tem 2 (the red curve in the diagram) is much higher than

that of system 1, also the eye height for system 2 is 110,

whereas that for system 1 is around 20. This difference

in the eye heights also indicates better signal reception of

system 2.
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Fig. 8. Eye diagrams for system 1 (left) and 2 (right) at 1.9 km under scintillation effect.

Table 1

Comparison of system 1 and 2 under scintillation effect

C2
n

[

m
−

2

3

]

Max. link distance [km] Q factor Min. BER

System 1 10
−13 1.9 5.94 1.2 ·10

−9

System 2 10
−16, 10

−15, 10
−14, 10

−13 4.2 5.95 1.34 ·10
−9

Both system performances and difference in the FSO link

distance in Table 1 is summarized.

5.1. Validation of Results Using Matlab

To check the credibility of the above results, multibeam

FSO links have been simulated using Matlab. The PDF

of received power has been plotted against the received

Fig. 9. Comparison of PDF vs. I curves obtained by using

OptiSystem and Matlab under identical FSO channels.

power I using MATLAB as well as OptiSystem. Figure 9

shows the comparison graph obtained by using PDF and

I values both software tools.

There is a big similarity between results given by both

software. Thus, it can be inferred, that the analysis done is

a valid one.

6. Conclusion

Analysis shows that when simulated under scintillation ef-

fect, multibeam system transmits successfully up to 4.2 km.

It is much greater than that achieved by the single beam sys-

tem, which transmits only up to 1.9 km, under same atmo-

spheric conditions. Multibeam system outperforms single

beam system taking into account scintillation effect. Thus

it can be used in the FSO applications where the signal

reliability is important.
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Abstract—In this paper, the design and analysis of a com-

pact size coplanar waveguide (CPW)-fed antenna for ultra-

wideband (UWB) applications is presented. The antenna has

a compact size of 202020×××202020×××1.51.51.5 mm and provides a good im-

pedance matching over the entire bandwidth of 3.2–14.3 GHz.

The characteristics parameters, i.e. return loss, VSWR and

radiation pattern, are analyzed using HFSS 11.0 software.

Keywords—planar antenna, ultra wideband, wireless communi-

cation.

1. Introduction

Ultra-Wide Band (UWB) technology is best suitable can-

didate for future communication systems, i.e. vehicular

radar system (20–29 GHz), due to its advantages like low

power consumption, low cost for short range communica-

tion and highly secure communication [2]. UWB antennas

have wide application in wireless communication, medi-

cal equipment, remote sensing, etc. A challenge while de-

signing UWB antenna is to achieve compact size, good

impedance over wide bandwidth and stable radiation pat-

tern [2]. Multiband antenna is proposed for similar appli-

cations in [3].

2. Related Work

In literature a variety of UWB antennas have been reported,

i.e. CPW-fed compact, which gives wide 2.6–13.04 GHz

bandwidth [4]. In [5], an UWB antenna with slotted ra-

diating patch has been demonstrated. In [6] an optimiza-

tion algorithm based ultra wideband antenna is presented.

A triangular shaped ground plane based antenna suitable for

UWB communication has been reported in [7]. Si et al.

have used circular disc and split ring resonator to design

UWB aerial with 182% wider bandwidth [8]. The con-

cept of coupling between rectangular slot and tuning stub

has been utilized to achieve UWB performance in [9].

In [10], a radiating patch with arc-shaped ground plane has

been demonstrated, which is suitable for ultra-wideband

applications.

The hexagonal-shaped microstrip fractal antenna pow-

ered through CPW-fed structure for UWB applications

has been reported in [11]. A rectangular-shaped compact

CPW-fed antenna has been demonstrated which is suitable

for UWB and WLAN applications [12]. Another slotted

rectangular patch antenna for WLAN application is pre-

sented in [13]. This has a simple structure and bandwidth

of 2.06 GHz. For portable mobile communication, a ta-

pered patch and ground plane with slots is presented, which

gives 164% wider bandwidth [14].

3. Design of Proposed Antenna

The proposed slotted CPW-fed patch made on a FR4 glass-

epoxy laminate is presented in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Geometry of proposed CPW-fed patch antenna.

In design a 20× 20 mm, substrate size was considered as

requirement. The single side height is typical 1.5 mm, with

dielectric constant 4.4 and loss tangent 0.02. Slotted rectan-

gular patch is chosen to achieve wide impedance bandwidth

in planar antennas. The patch size is of 6×15 mm wider.

Two equal finite ground planes are placed on each side of

the CPW-fed, extended upward to utilize the area (Fig. 1).

The CPW-fed is used as it provides less radiation loss to-

gether with low dispersion and good impedance matching.

The coplanar waveguide fed is in the x-z plane. The width

of the CPW-fed line is fixed at 3 mm to achieve 50 Ω char-

acteristic impedance. The feed line length is 9 mm. The

whole dimensions are listed in Table 1.

4. Simulation and Results

To evaluate antenna performance, a simulation study is car-

ried out using finite element method based HFSS 11.0 soft-

ware. The parameters like return loss, VSWR, current dis-
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Table 1

Antenna dimensions

Parameter W1 W2 W3 W4 W5 L1 Lx W7 W8 L4

Value [mm] 8.1 0.5 7 6 11 2 1 4 15 2

tribution and radiation pattern are obtained. In order to

improve the antenna performance, the parametric study is

carried out. The parameters chosen for parametric study are

slot width W6, slot length L2 and ground plane length L3.

The other values have no significant contribution in the

performance characteristics and are kept constant as indi-

cated in Table 1. Figures 2–4 show the simulation results

of return loss at different values.

Fig. 2. Effect of slot width W6 on return loss for L2 = 1.5 mm

and L3 = 0.5 mm.

Figure 2 shows the effect of different slot width W6 on

return loss. This parameter affects the return loss charac-

teristics over the entire bandwidth. The minimum values

of return loss was observed by keeping W6 = 5 mm. The

return loss values are –27.8, –18.2 and –12.5 dB at 5.3, 9,

and 13.2 GHz, respectively.

Fig. 3. Effect of slot length L2 on return loss S11 for W6 = 5 mm

and L3 = 0.5 mm.

The effect of varying slot length L2 on return loss is shown

in Fig. 3. This parameter affects the performance of antenna

near lower operating frequency. A significant change in

results can be observed with change in L2. The desired

performance is found for L2 = 2.5 mm. The values of

return losses are –24, –18.7 and –12 dB at 5.4, 9, and

12.9 GHz, respectively.

Fig. 4. Effect of ground plane length L3 on return loss for

W6 = 5 mm and L2 = 2.5 mm.

The ground plane length also has an impact on antenna

performance as shown in Fig. 4. It can be seen that by

keeping L3 = 1.5 mm three significant bands are observed.

The corresponding return loss values are –37.1, –37.6 and

–15.4 dB at 4.5, 5.9, and 10 GHz, respectively.

Figure 5 shows the antenna performance by keeping opti-

mized parameter values as L2 = 2.5, L3 = 1.5 and W6 =
5 mm. This antenna gives a wideband performance over

an entire range of 3.2–14.3 GHz. Three significant bands

are obtained at 4.5, 5.9 and 10 GHz. It has three dominant

frequencies at 4.5, 5.9, and 10 GHz and the overlapping of

these make the suitable for UWB.

Fig. 5. Simulated return loss for optimized parameters.

While comparing the similar type of aerials existing in the

literature, the proposed antenna shows an improvement of

6–27% [4], [9] in bandwidth.
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Fig. 6. VSWR versus frequency plot of proposed antenna.

In addition, the proposed antenna performance in terms of

VSWR is shown in Fig. 6. The values of VSWR are 1.1,

1 and 1.41 at 4.5, 5.9, and 10 GHz, respectively. The 2:1

VSWR bandwidth is 11.1 GHz.

Fig. 7. Surface current flow on the antenna at: (a) 4.5, (b) 5.9,

and (c) 10 GHz. (See color pictures online at www.nit.eu/

publications/journal-jtit)

Figure 7 presents the current distribution at different res-

onant frequencies: 4.5, 5.9, and 10 GHz. At 4.5 GHz,

the electric current density is concentrated mainly on the

side and upper edges of the ground plane, lower portion of

patch and feed line. As shown in Fig. 7b, at 5.9 GHz cur-

rent distribution is mainly concentrated on the side edges

of patch, side vertical edges of ground plane and feed line.

At 10 GHz current density is mainly concentrated on the

patch and feed line as shown in Fig. 7c.
Fig. 8. Radiation pattern plots of designed antenna at: (a) 4.5,

(b) 5.9 and (c) 10 GHz.
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Radiation pattern plots for designed antenna at 4.5, 5.9

and 10 GHz are presented in Fig. 8. The simulated peak

gains are 13.9, 15.4 and 15.7 dBi respectively at 4.5, 5.9

and 10 GHz. One can found that the antenna has nearly

good omnidirectional radiation pattern at 4.5 and 5.9 GHz

frequencies. At 10 GHz the radiation pattern is deviated

from that of omnidirectional.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, a new small size UWB antenna is proposed

and analyzed. The antenna shows a good impedance band-

width over the entire operating band of 3.2–14.3 GHz. Due

to the compact size, wide impedance bandwidth, and nearly

omnidirectional radiation properties, it is a good candidate

for the applications in wireless communication.
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